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.AS RESULT OF FLOODS BE-
TWEEN LOUISVILLE
AND CAIRO.
CREST OF RISE WILL
REACH HERE TONIGHT
SEVERAL HOUSES DAMAGED
AT HICKMAN BY A
LANDSLIDE.
All Danger of Flood Is Passed
Unless More Heavy, Rain
Ilkould Come.
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 7.—The Ohio
river here continues to rise slowly,
and at 7 o'clock this morning stood
nearly 40.5 feet. It 4 s expected the
crest of the rise will reach here Tues-
day night, and it looks like the river
will not go ovir .41.5 unless there is
more rain.
All last night boats were busy
'bringing out corn and stock between
Evanov lie and Paducah.
The loss to the Kentucky farmers
living oppos'te here will be the great-
est sleet the flood of iftlia.
According to estimate* of local
rivermen the loss between Louisville
and Cairo may reach half a mill on
dollars.
A great deal of wheat has been de-
stroyed. Green river is falling all the
way down to the mouth tins thornint
The Wabash and White riven at 7
o'clock this morning were still esing.
A report from Hazleton. Irid., states
that a second rise is coming down
Whit4 river.
rains the last few days have done eon-
s derable damage here. Great masses
of earth are slipping from some of
the hillsides, thus endangering houses.
The residence owned and occupied by
Mr. Tom Thomas am! amity' was va-
cated yesterday for Tear that the
house would slide down the hill last
night. Their furnture had to be
moved today, as the earth had caved
off up to the front pillars, and the
earth beneath it is liable to give way
any minute. The hillside above the
house of Henry Will'ams, colored,
slipped down on his house, moving
the house a few feet. upsettiog the
stove, furniture and breaking dishes.
Other hilts were washed some, had a
general damage is sustained. The
streets and roads are ios a terrible
state. The river is rising very rapidly
and The old rivermen all predict a big
overflow. The river has risen nine
feet in the last three days and three
nights. There are yet vast quantities
of corn and cotton ire the fields, and
help cannot be obtained to gather it.
The farmers are in a bad condition,
with the crops in the fields and the
hoh water coming and help cannot




The warrants charging Lang Bros.,
%Wile, Ike Cohen and Charley Lake
with violating the law by refusing to
take down their signs hanging over
the sidewalk sell not be taken up
until next Saturday.
Yesterday whcn Judge Cross called
the cases in the police court the law-
yers for the merchants agreed with
the court that they woutd submit to
the judge an agreed statement of
fact., which will set up the laws and
ordinances, for the court to pass or.
The attorneys will summit their au-
thorities and then Judge Cross will
take the matter under advisement.
Unt r tomorrow was postponed the
petty larceny charge against Jim
Doolin. who is accused of stealing
some rope from the Ayer-Lord fleet
of barges over at Brookport.
Bert Roberts was handed over to
the juvenile court, where he will be
tried on the three warrants against
him.
J. W. Bailey was fined $75 and costes
and sent to the county jail for twen-
ty days, it developing that he was the
fellow who insulted the girl water
Saturday night at Whitehead's res-
taurant on Rroadway. He is the man
cut several times at First and Broad-.
way late Saturday night by John Bul-
ger and a young fellow named Farrell,
during a fight over shaking dice. Af-
ter that it developed he was the
stranger who insulted the waiter girl
without cause and was o-ven a live-
ly *hese by Officers. Johnson and
Cross through the business .part of
town. The judge dismissed Georgie
Farrell. as he was not with Bulger
when the cutting happened. It is
believed to have been Oscar Farrell.
who is now being hunted. Bulgc
was captured yesterday afternoon Mr and Mrs Jacob Weil of Jeffet-Paris. Tenn.. and will be brought back ,agin street. announce that January 22today, he agreeing to return without Alert will be united in marriage theirregunition papers. daughter. Ms. Ruth Weil, to Me.Charles Brewer was fined feei and rEdsoo Hart, the ceremony to occurcosts for whipping his wife. 
o'clock in the afternoon at theUntil tomorrow was poatponed thie4alioule of the bride's sister. Mrs. Benwarrant charging J. C Beatty Wrile, of Eighth and Jefferson. Itfailing to support his children. h,w II be a quiet, borne wedding. fol-In the afternoon Judge Lightfootr'lowed, by a bridal tour of severalof the juvenile court eeleased Bert weeks
Ftoberts on the promise that he would The couple are exceedingly popu-rerorm and never again give cause fort lityoung people of this city. thecomplaint. If he "gets bad" any 'dainty and cultured bride is a girl ofmore he will probably be sent to the striking beauty and winning ways,reform school.
CASES WILL NOT BE GONE IN-
TO UNTIL NEXT
SATURDAY.
J. W. Bailey, the Man Who Got Cut,
Wall Fenner Who Insulted
Girl
At Louisville.
Louisville, Jan. 7 —A marked de-
cline in the river locally hail practical-
ly elim nated danger of a flood .here.
Traffic was threatened for a time, and
the rapidly rising water for several
hours seemed to presage a flood. The
river at one time was at its highest
point in years. and the water in the
canal woo only a few -inches from the
danger line.
The change of the better is shown
by the marked change in the past few
hours, v, hen there ha. been a decline
of about a foot all around. The gauge
this Morning registered to feet s
niche' in the canal. 17 feet a inches
on the falls and as feet a inches at the
foot of the locks. Twelve hours be--
for there was 21 feet in the tans& t8
feet R osches on the fall. and 46 feet
a inches at the foot of the lockg,
The river at Cincinnati is falling
slosatA eriminating all chances of a
flood in that distr.ct unless something
unexpected in the way of a chat+ ol•
weather materializes.
Landellidles at Hickman. —Mr. and Mrs Barney Sills of
Hickman. Ky., Jan. 7 —The heavy Mechanicsburg have a new son.
THE WOMAN'S CLUB FILED
INCORPORATING ARTICLES
44414.••••••••••••••
THE INSTITUTION IS COMPOSED OF PADUCAH LADIES—
WILLS OF SALLIE FITZ ERALD AND EDWIN RUDOLPH
WERE PROBATED YESTERDAY—CHARLES HAWKINS THE
CAFE MAN. FAILED AND M ADE AN ASSIGNMENT NAMING
ATTORNEY A. E. BOYD AS A SSIGNEE — CONSTABLE LANE
R'ESIGNED AND B. F SEARS NAMED TO FILL VACANCY.
'The Woman's Club of Paducah-
filed articles of incorporation yester-
Way with the county clerk, the incor-
-porators and their offices in the club
being: Kate Rudy. president: Fara
H. Burnett, first vice-president: Caro-
line Watts Flournoy. second vice-
president: Helen R. Meyers. record-
iag Mary G. Palmer. treas-
urer: Kate Phillips, chairman finance
committee: C. L. Miller. chairman
civic committee; Anna Parham. chair-
man literary committee: Lucy Over-
by. chairman educational committee:
'Anna Webb, chairman art committee:
May Wallace. chairman philanthropy
committee: Ida C. Wilcox. chairman
'house committee: Minnie Weille.
chifirman music committee; Mattie V.
Boone, corresponding secretary.
The club incorporates with no capi-
tal and provides no debt greater than
—Sam shall be contracted, while a mort-
gage or lien cannot be given on any
of its property without a two-thirds
vote of the proper officers. The offi-
cers are to set-re for two years.
'The, objeet pf the club is to build
rp and stintidati greater interest in
civic. art. literary and other like mat-
ters, with prospect of later erecting a
handsome building as a home for the
club.
Fitzgerald Will.
Sallie Fitzgerald's will was probat-
ed. She leaves everything to her
husband. John Fitagerakl, and after
hi.; death the property is to he divided
between her nieces. Besete and Susie
Viece. The will was. written June
r. SW. and 4ignature of deceased




The rew-rt probated the will nf Ed-
win Rudolph. which specifies that all
Iris personal rropertv shall go to his
- -wife. Ann C. Rudolph. while she nets
a life interest in the real estate. which
'goes to the son, 17. W. Rudolph after
•
her death. He gives his son. Charles
F. Rudolph, a • note the father held
against this son for 11962, also an ac-
count of $37 as. The wife. Ann C.
Rudolph. was made executrix, but she
not desiring to qualifs. the eon. R.
W. Rudolph. took charge of the es-
tate. The will was written August 12,
t8qt. and signature of deceased wit-
nessed by T. B. Fauntleroy and F. P.
Cholson.
Property Transferred.
Land lying in the county has been
scld by C. C Bass to W. T. Fcagin
for $500 and the deed filed for record
yeeterday with the county clerk.
The West End Improvement com-
pany deeded to Ira H. Sams for $300
property in the West End.
Sallie J. Hysmith bought for Si.-
2(10 from Pinlomine Courcier property
on Willie near Sixth street.
Andrew P. Hamburg sold to H. V.
Sherrill for $675 property on Harahan
boulevard.
The Glenwood Realty company
sold to Charles Allcott for Sr and
other considerations property on
Twenty-third between LIndsey and
Trimble streets.
Mary M. Blandford transferred to
Philomine Courcier for Sr and other
considerations property on Willie
rear Sixth street.
David Rittoff sold for $t. love and
affection, property on the We'd side
of Foorth near Norton to Lizzie Rtt-
tc fi.
Business Failure.
Hawkins Brothers cafe and confec-
tionary yesterday made an assign-
ment. the as-ignee being A. E. Boyd.
the attorney. Bad business is given
as cause of the failure of he establish-
ment, which is located at 417 Broad-
wry. The place is known as "Haw-
Benthers" hut is owned by Char-
les Hawkins, who some months since
bought the interest of his brother.
'Albert Hawkins, who is connected
•









KISS RUTH WEIL AND ED-
- SON HART MARRY THIS
MONTH.
•





J. M. Hart Chairmen of County
and Dick Holland Chairman
City Board.
The Confederate Veterans of the
Nines T. Walbert camp met last
even ng at the city hall and decided
to celebrate the tooth anniversary of
General Robrt E. lee's birthday with
an elaborate affair at the Broadway
Methodist church, Seventh and
Etosdla ay.
The veterans arc now arranging for
the celebration and null have a flee
program for rendition, we feature al-
rady dkcided on being an address by
Rev. W. 'T. Bolling, pastor of this
church, who served during the CIO
var.
,Many other attractive featares will
preva I.
Another Eurqpean Tow.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech leaves Janu-
ary 31 for New York, where she will
Ise.joined by a party of friends from
Montreal. Can, All sail February 5
for Europe. The Holy Land, Con-
stantinople and other distant lands,
including Italy. to be gone until June.
Mrt Kolbe Meachan. of Paris. Texas.
will be one of the party.. She is a




while Mr. Hart is the junior member
of the George 0. Hart hardware firm.
and a sterling and energetic young
Bad
__man well known to all. He is the
lyoungest son of the jate Captainof ',George 0. Hart ,
Yesterday morning tile county sup-
ervi-or. on convening for their tw
months' term at the county court
house, elected James M. Hart chai
man, while the clerk will be Walt,
Smedley. brother of county cler
Hiram Smedley. The superatisors i
mediately got down to bus nen% an
are going over the book of Count
Assessor Wes Trootman showing
what all property has been valued.
The city supervisors also entered
mit their session, convening at t
city halt, and ate now gong over Citt.
Assessor Stewart Dick's book,
Richard Holland was named chairm
and James A. Glauber, the clerk.
other member is Eli G. Boone. Thee
are eight of ehe 'county supervie
but only three on the city board. '
—People on Broadway below Sei
'and street are getting up a pet ti.
to be presented the street car c
pany asking that all cars run to fire
and Broadway as before the "I:sop th
loop" idea was inaugurated. Nov: 4
care stop at Third and Broado-
except the Broadway car which 610C
to the river.
rite Hur.dred Club.
The Five Hundred club meets with




The Delphic chat) meets this morn-
ing at the Carnegie library.
Matinee Musicale.
This Week's meeting by the
Matinee Musicale club will be held
tomorrow afternoon at the Grace
church parish house.
now with Stutz. The place has bee
appraised and Judge Lightfoot dlret
ed Assignee Boyd to sell the etoc
and effects to the best bidder
either public or, private sale.
Constable Resigned.
J. 1. Lane. constable of the /Aft
magisterial district, resigned yeste
day and R. F. Sears was named .13
Judge Lightfoot to succeed him. it
Marriage License.
iThe clerk. yesterday issued a ma-
nage license to James Bonee. age
23 and 1)ora Montague. aged aR, cot
'.l
IL






Judge Lightfoot Continued the Quar-
terly Court Chen Until Thurs-
day—Solar Fights Case.
Yesterday at his office, Judge Reed
had the attorneys submit to him the
case wherein Marketmaster Joe Pot-
ter and Sewerage Inspector Franke
sick to have the judge construe the
law and decide whether they hold the
positions to which they were selected
by the board of public works, or
whether Charley Bell and A. Bands-
than ire the marketmaster and sew-
erage inspector respectively, the two
latter having been named by the re-
publican legislative boards of the city.
It will take the judge a day, or two
to look 'into the matter and render
his opinion.
New Club.
The young tadiee and matrons of
the city have organized a new club.
and at to o'elock next Friday morning
they meet with Miss Marjories Scott
of North Ninth, to decide on the club
name, conclude what to pursue. art.
literature or history, and also complete
the work of organization. They or-
ganized at Miss Scott's home last
eek, electing MN, Elizabeth Sim-
wt.. president: Mee% Ethel Morrow,
rice president; and Miss Scott. secre-
tary and ereaenrer.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday called
his quarterly court docket, but ad-
journed everything until next Thurs-
day, as he is so busy now with other
ilaiters. he has not the time to try
the actions on the docket.
ti •
EnsInts Closing His Door.
Satorday Constable Shelton locked
up Photographer James Solar's place
on South Third street for $igt worth
Of judgments creditors got against
the photographer. Solar broke opeu
the doors of his gallery and is now
in there, claiming the constable
may have the right to attach the
goods, but cannot lock his door.
Married at Princeton.
Aliso Annie Leasure and Mk. H. F.
English of thie ety went to Prince-
ton Sunday and there had performed
the marriage ceremony uniteing them,
the words being spoken by Rey. T. E.
Richey. the well known divine, in the
parlors of the City • Frotel of that
pace.
—Governor Beckham has na.nrd
the Kentucky delegates to the na-
tional convention for the ExtensiOn
of Foreign Commerce in the United
States, which seseion opens at Waot-
ington. D. C.. next Monday. Mr. A.











LEONA GRIMM ACCUSED OR
HAVING APPETITE FOR
SAN
Patrolman Singery Transferred Front
Fourth and Broaderap--iBrewery
Broken Inis*
A hgld,gglag, ry was perpetrated
yesterdat arIPPEoon able o'clock
at the. Pollock Jewelry liskrnent
on first floor of the Empire flat build-
ing on Broadway near Seventh street.
A strange negro entered, and wile
Mrs. Pollock was in the rear of the
place, he helped bititseE to two
watches and skipped Out
The darky came in and pretended
he wanted his watch repaited. The
jeweler out being present, Sirs. Pol-
lock waited on the man, and stepped
to their bedroom in the-rear of the
store for a moment to Viet a cry-
ing baby. When she vesit;Isehind the
partioon diviging the room from the
store, the darky stepped behinil the
counter, grabbed up the two watches
and was taking more when detected
by Mrs. Pollock, who ran out scream-
ing, but the thief dashed through the
front door and made his escape.
Quite a crowd was attracted by her
screams but nont could overtake the
STREET 
RIlifleeing clarity% of whom the police




Supervisor Johnson Has Many Mtn
at Work Repairing the Washed
Parts of County Roads.
Street Inspector Elliott's men have
finished work of repairing the .unken
part of the Caldwell street ail where
the new concrete Culvert was put
some mouths ago near the Union.de-
pot. It took many loads of dirt, old
bitirlithic. crushed rock and gravel
where the thoroughfare settled and
sunk during the hard rain of last
week.
The inspector's crew has also got-
ten Guthrie avenue in good passable
condit on, the rainfalls forming reg-
'Aar lakes out that way, so people
could not get in ansi out of their
yards.
Supervisor Johtvort of the county
roads has put to work a number of
men repairing the gravel and dirt
roads that were injured Lige week by
the creeks overflowing and leaving
their banks. It will take all of this
week anti part of next to get back in
good condition every one of the h -gh-
ways that were damaged.
MORE POWER
FOR THE CZAR.
He Will Be Personal President of
the Council of Defense.
St. Petersburg. Jan. 7.—It is stated
that a most mportent imperial decis-
ion has been reached after several
conferences at the Czar's palace. By
it the Czar becomes the personal
president of the council of defense,
and both the ministers of war and
marine cease to have separate exis-
tence. Thus is separated entirely the
question of imperial defense from all
branches of internal policies.
The elect of this decision, it is
stated, is to remove from the scope
of the parliament's authority the ques-
tion of political court martial on
which the mass of the people hive a
deep feeling. It is expected that the
decision will cause an acute crisis
when the next parliament assmbles._
Miss Minnie Bitz is home from vis-
iting her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Bitz
of Evansville, Ind. 4,
Ilk
Affs4/0 Thiel Caught.
Colonel John W. Hall, the real
men id the Whittemore &See,
yesterday trreated astern reamed
Charles Clark. alias "Goldtooth.' and
turned him over ovate police who
locked up the accused an the charge
of stealing lead pipe and many empty
bottles from the brick residence on
Jefferson between TrIlity-third and
Twenty-four streets, which ie owned
by Mr. Hall.
Mr. Hall several days ago d "cov-
ered that sonideneillle broken in his
house on Jefferson, which had just
been vacated by some tenant;. The
thief took lead pipe he twisted off the
water sink, also stole some beam
hydrant faucets and swiped several
dozen bottles left there by the former
occupants. Mr Hall worked the case
up himself and arrested Clark at the
latter's home in the alley. runn ng be—
hind Biederman's grocery at Seventh
and Washington streets. The negro.
confessed to taking the piping and
bottles, lint claimer' a %bite boy told
him to take them He charged
with petty larceny
Tackled R. R. Sandwiches.
Leona Grimm, colored, was arrested
yesterday by Officer* Moore and
Clark on the charge of stealing sand-
wiches from the Union dielsot lunch-
stand where he w Ito He is a small
boy and will be the juvenile
covet. before J . Lightfoot
Pa 411hinaf erred.
Patrolman gingery was yes-.
terday transfe , the Fourth
and Broadway station, at his ov.• re-it?i l
quest, and put on tte. Union ri
beat. Officer Albert grosser was put a
Fourth and Broadway,
Money $tatist
Sunday a sneak thief slipped into
the home of Mrs. Riffa Gordon of
1020 North Tenth and Mole $ts front
the dresr-er drawer.
Quenched Their Tient.
Sunday thieves broke into the Hen-
derson Brewing company's branch
house on South Second near Wash-
ington street, and emptied many bee%
ties of beer. They forced the rear
door open.
There arc about 400 bowling clubsin Scotland, 2,1 of wh*etre in Glassgow.
—Applicants desiring to he free
rural mail carriers will be examined








OF HIS SAM STONE SUITS
i.
HIS ACTION WAS THAT AGAINST 
JOHN MELOAN, FORMER
"EDITOR OF THE 
NEWS-DEMOCRAT—APPELLATE COURT
AFFIRMS Savo JUDGMENT REED AND 
WILCOX GOT
AGAINST ROBERT MOSHELL FOR BAR 
PRIVILEGES AT
THE CENTURY HOTEL IN 
DAWSON—AYER-LORD TIE COM-
-' PANY GIVEN 
JUDGMENT FOR $6o6 AGAINST THE CITY OF
PADUCAH—M.UCH BUSINESS DISPOSED OF 
YESTERDAY.
'Like a "voice from 
the tomb"
sounde•I the motion yesterday 
in the
circuit court when Mario W 
ortenhad
dismissed the suit of his friend, 
Sam
Stone against John Meloan, for $5,000
damages. This one of the famous
series of litigation was then 
stricken
from the docket and is now a 
thing
of the oast.
Worten sued Meloan for Stone,
on the grounds that the latter's 
char-
acter and standing was damaged by
Nfeloan publish ing in the News-
Democrat an article regarding Stone
when the latter was arrested here by
the police several years ago and car-
rid back to Marion, Ky. Worten
brought this suit here against Meloati,
but another just like it and for the
-same Stone was besought against 'The
'Register at Smithland, where this
newspaper won the action.
The appellate court mandate was
fled in the suit of Reed & Wilcox
agaUst Robert Moshtll, wherein
inclement against the latter is gotten
by the two formerly for $600. Reed
* Welcmc several years ago ran the
Century hotel at Dawson Springs
tinder lease. They let Robert Moshe.)
Stave the bar privilege. Morshell
threw ep his contract to this effect
and refused to pay for the balance of
the time he was leased these privi-
leges. Reed & Wilcox sued him. got
$4500 judgment in thre circuit court
Isere, and the appellate bench now
affirms this decree. as shown by the
mandate to that effect.
The appellate court mandate was
also filed in the tit of Lena Maud
Flint against the Illinois Central. The
'Flint girl was injured when the train
struck the party of picknickers walk-
ing across the trestle at Dawson
Sprinaa five years ago, at which time
several were killed. Th's girl sued
for damatrea, lost in the local and
also appellate court. She filed a mo-
*ion for a rehearing in the local cit.
enit court, and it was refused. The
annellate court now by its mandate
affairms the refusal of Judge Reed for
the second trial. snit against Ben Weille on the rat-
There was dismissed as settled the ter paying him $as. Hathaway's horse
litigation where Contractor Charles got scared at Wrille's passing auto-
1- Robertson sued the Southern B tn- mobile and in plunging araund, threw
lithic company for about $2,000 plain- out Hathaway who was hurt, and Ha
t:ff claimed due him 'for lavine the es damaged.
storm water sewers on Kentucky. Jef
ferson, Sixth. Seventh and NineS Cases Stricken.
at-eeta. On the bitulithic people set- Salts stricken from the eocket yea-
1!"nit the indebtedness, Robertson tcrday were Daisy Come r vs. Saiet.-
NN ahdrawa his seta. Fund Insurance company; Snead Vs
The following firms got itulgment; Ham; City National bank vs. C. W.
vrentioned against Druggist W. R. Bondurant: Stanfield vs. Beall.
1-1"ves. who owes them (or noell• The judge opened his term of court
stole! him: Robinson-Pettit. $R6; L S yesterday morning, and devotes this
Di.Bnis, *yam; Duncan, S419.23. week to calling over the docket and
The mandate from the annellare making orders, while next Monday
court was filed in the suit of C. 11 the juries will be empanefed.
Roswell ',rains+ the Citizen's Savings
bank. Pla'ntiff gets a new hearing
hv the mandate. Braswell lost severs'
thousand dollars speculating ir. Henry
'Arena's branch shop at Mayfield.
Roswell sued Arena & Gilbert. wh a
"resent The Odell Commission
People. Boswell got jeldgmen. agains•
the commission people, and a.rached
money in the hank claimed tn belong
to the commission men. The bank con-
s-ruled no money was on deposit
there for these people. btu assertin
there was, Boswell sued the bank for
the cash no it could be cred.:c.s. to it's
judgment against the Lucke; atop
firm. The bank won the litigation in
the circuit court here. but the appel-
late tribunal, where Boswell carried
the action, now orders a new trial,
thereby reversing the local comec
jeiciament in favor of the hank.
There was transferred to vanity
• e of the docket, at rennest of Ore
rdaintifl. the suit of W. W. Mooney
A- Sons against E. Rehkopf for nvitiev
claimed due for goods plaintiff sold
defendant.
Judgment for $72.32 wai given
against James E. English in favor of
The Stewart Dry goads company.
• stied T. E. English and Mrs.
Nellie English for money claimei due
on amount. Serv're was nor gott-ol
on Mrs. English in time for a hear-
ing this term.
Postporunents Granted,
T••r12,- Reed granted continuances
lentil the next civil term of court :n
the suits following: Davis vs. MziFetil:
C.ity of Paducah vs. East 'Tennessee
Telephone company; Globe Bank and
Trust company vs. Martin; tdanks
vs. Thomas; Illinois Life Insuraace
company vs. Charles Earhart; R.
Downs & Covs. Clary: A. T. Thomas.
administrator. es. Illinois Chntral rail-
road; Baggett vs. W. W. Ennlish:
ITenry vs. Seitz: Henson vs. Seitz:
American-German National bank vs.
E. Rehkopf, individually, for $03,oce,
claimed due on notes and endorse-
ments: Globe Bank and Trust com-
pany vs. Arthur Jones.
Suits 41-ismissed were Harvick vs.
ttlinc.7.c Central: Clements vs. Gordon:
Dr. Brothers vs. Charles Mocquot.
land the four suits of Murray peopie
who claimed money they lost
'bucking" a gambling device operated
at Murray while Cole Bros. circii4
was there some Months ago. The suits
were all against Cole to recover the
loss.
The Paducah Banking company got
judgment for $127.50 against J. U..
and J. R. Cooper.
There was ordered transferred to
the United States court for trial the
sift of Felix G. Rudolph, administra-
tor of H. A. Rose, against the Intsq-
state Life Insurance company. Rosy
carried a policy in tbis company be-
fore death and -the concern refuses
to pay it. The action was once be'
for transferred from the state court
to federal tribunal, trial of it then
gone into in 'the latter court, but the
litigation w;thdrawn just before he-
ing submitted to the jury. It was
then reinstituted in the state tribunal,
and now transferred once more to the
U. S. docket.
Judgment Against the City.
The Ayer-Lord Tie company got
judgment for $606.38 against the city
of Paducah. The city made the t.t
people pay that amount of municipal
taxes for tgoa on the concern's steam-
boats and barges. The company pro-
tesed, claiming the property was as-
sessed at their home °flare in Chicago,
the United States supreme court de-
ciding to this effect, and the Ayer-
I ord people now sue and get judg-
ment which returns to them their
money wrongfully exacted of the cor-
poration by the city authorities.
The defer.dant moved teljuash the
summons in she action of James. E.
English against Win. Nuniscnn Sons
company, wherein English sues hr
Sio.000 damages on the ground Shutt
the Numsenn people had him indicted
on the charge of converting to his
private use near:y $z000 belonging to
them. He came clear of the accasa-
tion and now sues the Ntimsenn's for
RAILWAY CARMEN
INSTALL OFFICERS





THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
WILL USHER IN NEW OFFI-
CIALS TOMORROW.
-Wes,
The Leatherworkers' Union Will Ir.-
stall New Officials Tomorrow
Evening.
The Order of Railway Catmen last
night installed the newly elected of-
ficers that were named to serve for
the year at the meeting Decemher
to. The new officers are:
Chief Carman—E. F. Adams.
First Vice Chief—Moses Watson.
Second Vice Chief—W. C. House-
man.
Secretary—W. P. Staehenberg.
Recording Secretary----W. J. Gilbert.
Treasurer—Joseph Cockrell.
Trustee—J. T. Easley. chairman;
Finis Scott and James Goheegan.
Knights of Pythias.
The Knights of Pythias last even-




Vice Chancellor—WI J. Humphri-v
Master of Work—Louis Al. Brooks..
Prelate—W. T. Reid.
Keeper of Record and Seals—Au-
brey S. Barksdale.
Master of Exchequer—Lawrenc: S.
Gleaves. 
• wig
Master at Arm.—George W. NI's:-
vier. " Warn
Inside Guard—J. J. Moller.
Outside Guard—A. L. Sloan.
Trustee—W. Y. Wilkerson.
Knights of Columbia.
Tomorrow night the Knights of
Columbus install their officers, who
damage. .are:
Malinda Manion as granted a di- Grand Knight—John J. Denny:in.
vorce from James Man on and re- Deputy Grand Knight—W. J.
stored ts her maiden name. White.







Outside Guard—J. P. Obenhauser.
Trustee for two years—A. R.
Grouse. •
Trustee for three years—Michael
Williams. 44411
Ladies of Maccabees.
The Ladies of the Maccabees have






COMEDY OF ERRORS Finance Keeper—Sallie Keithley.






New York, Jan. 7.—John Bruskie. Leatherworkers' Union.
a cooper, 23 years old, of to Ash The Leatherworker's' union tomnr-
street, Williamsburg, had a thrilling row night installs its new
President—A. C. Mayer. 
officers,
experience early yesterday morning who are:
in apartments not h s own, though
in the same house, and after having Vice President—R. M. Miles.
been severely beaten he was arrested Recording Secretary—Harry Uhlas
on a charge of burglary. Secretary-Treasurer—011ie Allen.
Bruskie lives on the third florin, and Chapiain—W. H. Gregory.
on the floor below lives James KO- Marshal—J. T. Sanders.
sey and his wife, Mary. Bruskie Guard—G. D. Nanking.
went home about 2:30 o'clock yes- Local Organizer—011ie Allen.
terday morning and unlock Corresponding Secretary—Henryed.' Ma Why Some Countries Are Upihabited.
kitchen door of the Kelsey; instead Kain.
Tritstees—J. T. Sanders, R. M. A mere glance at our maps 
im-
ment. „sag Miles and G. W. Englert. 
presses a few general facts upon us.
of going upstairs to his own apart-
went directly to the Kel- 
We see that the largest areas of the
seys' bedroom, believing it to be bis 
unknown are now lands that are too
own. As he tried to crawl into bed 
TWO BLOWS ON HEAD
REVERSE BOY'S NATURE 
dry, as in the Sarah, the desert of
he encountered Kelsey and Mrs. Kel- 
Arabia. ad the steppes of Mongolia;
sey. Believing the woman was h's 
lands that are too wet and hot, stim-
own wife, Bruski demanded to know 
Cleveland. 0.. Jan. 7.—Eate, seems vlating almcast impenetrable forest
to have decided that 15-year-old Leo growths, as in parts of the Amazonwhat the man was doing there. 
Kelsey Jumped out of bed, and • 
De an shall be a bad boy, in spite of and Congo basins; lands that are too
juvenile courts, reformatories, and cold and bleak, as portions of thebelieving P,ruski was a burglar, grap- finally trephining of the skull.pled with him, while Mrs Kelsey ran 
northern areas of America and Asia.
Leo a window and shouted for the po- 
had quite a record as an incor- Even the characteristics of the inhab-
lice. 
rigible before it was discovered. that itants influence the extent of the tin,
perversity dated from a whack on explored. In proportion to total areaPoliceman Brady came and arrested
Bruski. who, when taken to the Green 
the head. Brain surgery for the cor- there is more unknown surface in
Point Avenue police station. explained 
rection of mental abnormalities was Liberia than in any other political
that he had gotten into the wrong 
just coming into vogue, and through subdivision of the world, because the
rooms and was not a burglar. 
the instrumentality of the juvenile I.iberians, content to live along the
In the Manhattan Avenue police 
court Leo became one of the first coast, have scarcely entered their vast Is the Jew Assimilable?
subjects experimented upon here. Dr. forest mazes, though they teem with Of the material prosperity of thecourt lia-Uskie again explained 
lip 
mistake. George W. Crile and Dr. Harry S. rubber and other resources.—Cyrus Russian Jew there can be no ques-
The magistrate Drysdale relieved Leo's brain pre;- C. Adams in Harper's Monthly. tion. He will nerer crowd our Irms-
discharged him. sere, and he got to be a very good houses nor be a serious drain upon
ittoy. private char'ty. But is he assimilable?
DECLARES BOYCOTT ON JAPS 
One day he saw some men taking NO CAR SEAT; NO FARE. Has he in himself the stuff of which
down an awning. He stood gazing Americans are made? Pne point in
npward. A hammer fell and cracked 
Ordinance Introduced in Wisconsin
his favor must be at once set down:'Frisco Union to Fine Members Who Leo on the head in the exact spot 
Town Providing for Free Rides,
his enthusiasm for America knowsPatronize Orientals.
(where fate had buffeted him in child- no bounds. He eagerly looks for.
hood, changing the course of his life. 
La Crosse. Vs'is.. Jan. 7.—An ordi-
ward to the time when he can be flat-San Francisco. Cal., Jan. 7.—The
Leo is a bad boy again, and Mrs. 
nance was introduced into the corn-
malized. An alien Jew legally en-local carpenters' union declared a
Callaghan, probation officer, hopes 
mon council of this city which pro-
titled to citizenship is a rarity. HehoycOtt againSt the Japanese today.
to induce the surgeons to repeat the 
vide; that conductors on street cars
has no allegiance to forsweareendAny member of the union who ems
operation. 
shall not collect fares from persons
he cannot return to Russia. The ra-ploys Japanese labor, patronizes Jap- who have no seats. Complairt of pidity
with which the Russian Jewaneae merchants or purchases goods overcrowding the street cars has been
adopts the manners and trappings offrom employers of Japanese is to be When the heart dries up religion made and an ordinance to prevent the
soon leaks out. Americans almost disproves his an-fined PO. sslt:SIVALLAIS  evil war MK Tenn.
New Yorker Got Into Wrong Apart-




GANIZED AT CHICAGO BY
JUDGE LINDSEY.
Object Is to Coordinate Efforts of
All Juvenile Courts in United
St:tes and Canada.
Chicago, Jan. '7.—Men and women
from all parts of the country who
are interested in juvenile court work
met yesterday at Hull house and or-
ganized the Internattional Juvenile
Court society, the object of which
will be to coordinate the efforts of
all juvenile court workers in the
United States and Canada toward the
obtaining of a more efficient solution
of the problems for wh ch these courts
were called into being.
While the scope of the new soci-
ety is at the outset confined to North
America, it is expected that Australia
and New Zealand will also join the
movement, in both of these countries
the problem of the child offender be-
.'ng dealt with along similar lines as
those in vogue in this country.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey of Denver is
the father of the present movement
and presided yesterday over the
meeting at which the society was
launched. A charter will be procured
for the society under the laws of the
state of Illinois and Judge I.indsey
Mated yesterday that it was probable
that the headquarters of he organ za-
tion would be located in Chicago.
"Two things of great importance
will be accomplished by the society,"
said Judge Lindsey. "One will be
the furtherance of laws for the bet-
terment of the conditions of children
and the other will be the establish-
ment of a central offce through whirls
all inquiries can be answered and in
that marmer the work syatematored
wherever the society extends. This
office will probably be established in.
Chicago." ras
Miss Jane Addams, who ha taken
a prominent part in the formation
of the sorely, said yesterday that she
believed it marked a distinct step
forward in the work which is being
carried on for the reformation of the
juvenile criminal throughout the
world.
Apart from Judge I.indsey there
were also present at yesterday's meet-
ng the following persons from nut-
Side Chicago: Dr. Labors Merrill
of Denver, Dr. Edward W. Frost of
Milwaukee, A. W. Clarke of Omaha,
and Judge Wilson and Bernard Flex-





In this store on gat finest, largest and most complete line of original
art ever shown in the city. Remember your best girl, mother or sis-
ter by presenting them with one of these nice pictures that will laut
longer than any other present you can make, and look nice longer.
See C. C. Lee show window.
Picture frames made in all sizes, in a few niinutes, by the oldest
and most experienced picture framer in the city. We have mould-
ing in all sizes and colors. If you have any picture framing done,
be sure to go to C. C. Lee.
Mall paper
That will stick tighter and loo
longer than any other paper i
cial prices on wall paper for a
per, it will pay you to see C.
k brighter, is stronger and will last
n the city. We are making some ape-
few days. If you are in need of pa.
C. Lee.
Window Shades
That shade your windows like you waist them shaded; on rollers
that never fail to roll. • laded
C. C. 'Lee
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cient heritage as a peculiar people.
•,1
• L 
.1 He objects to being regarded as a
THE PUBIC SC HOOL 
• AND THE HOMES 
 th ng apart, and goes to extreme, to
• • 
I make himself like the native born.--
Burton J. Hendrick in McClure s,40*****040fritIt**•••••114Nallitittlit
(By George H. Martin.)
The schools are doing many things
whch 'Jambi to be done in the homes.
but they are doing them not from
choice, not as usurpers, but from ne-
cessity.
Becsito- parents bring children into
the world and then neglect to care for
them. society find; itself
al.itnTle the cafe. It does
public offisials, societies,
refernator es, schools.
If all parent; did their full duty
by their children, the work of the
schools would be light.
It is a function of the home to
keep children under moral restraint.
but the burden is thrown upon the
schools I have heard fathers and
mother; plead with teachers for help
because they had lost control of their
own boys and girls.
It is a function of the home to keep
THREE PERSONS children clean and to teach them to
keep-themselves clean, but soap and
Outrage Directed Against Italian towels are found a;necessary n many
Fruit Stand Vendor, public isrhools as books.
The homes should keep the children
properly clothed. but most city
school; find occasion to use private
charities to keep children from suffer-
ing. ado.
The parents should feed their chil-
dren. but in the largest cities, like
London and New York, children are
not properly fed, and society must
feed them in the schools or some-
where else.
It is the function of the home to
teach the children to perform the
common household. ditties, but be-
cause girls were not taught to sew
and cook, and the boys were given no
mannal duties to perform, the schools
have taken up the neglected func-
timiBelicause children come to school
suffering from wounds and disorders
and disease and filth, the burden has
been placed upon the schools of dis-
covering•theae condifons and taking
steps to have them remedied.
So long as ignorance, Poverty, vice
and indifference exist in homes, so
long will the children be the chief
sufferers and the schools must as-
sume burdens not their own.
The public school is a thoroughly
democratic ,institution. In the early
days it was declared that children
who did not bring wood to school
should have no benefit of the fire,
so the children of the rich
and the children of the
cold. Then society took
to furnish fuel for all.
The children of the rich brought
books to school. The children of the
poor came without them. To equalize
opportunities the public furnishes
books free to all.
The public schools were not born
to do all this work; they have not
irsiirped it; it has been thrust upon
them.
BOMB
New York, Jan. 7.—A bomb of
giant powder and shot was drop-
ped from the elevated railway ata-
fon into a crowd of people at the
corner of Second avenue and Forty-
second street last night. In the ex-
plosion which followed three persons
were injured seriously; of these two
probably will die.
The outrage was seemingly direct-
ed against the proprietor of a fru t
store on the corner. This man, Sal-
vator Cinciluca, aged acr, was one of
the two dangerously injured. The
other, Mary Bailey. ao years old, who
was making a purchase at the stand.
The is-year-old son of Cinciluca was
less dangerously injured. The bomb-
throwers escaped. The bomb fell on
the sidewalk directly in front of the
fruit store. Many persons were pass-
ng at the time and dozens of these
were thrown to the ground. The
crowd fled in panic, leaving three se-
riously injured senseless in the midst









THE MAN OP IT.
Her bonnet was pink,
I think,
Or was it a shade of blue?
Her jacket was gray,
They gay—
I'd tell you if I knew.
She had on a velvet dress,
I guess,
Or was it velveteen?
The bodice wa. ahirred,
I heard—
I'd tell you 'f I had seen.
"Where were your eyes that day?'
Yon- say.
They were filled with her
grace;
Ifer eves were so bright
(That'. right)
I taw nothing else but her face..




New Varieties of Sin.
The real weakness in 'he moral
position of Americans is not their at-
titude toward the plain criminal, but
the r attitude toward the quaag-critn-
inal—the "criminaloid." Let Si prom-
inent man commit some offense in
had odor and the multitude flings its
stones with a right good will. The
social lynching of the self-made 'mag-
nate who put away his faded. tot-
worn wife for the sake of a soubrette‘
proves that the props of the old mor-
ality have not rotted through.
Sex righteousness continues to be
thus stiffly upheld simply because man
has not been inventing new ways of
wronging woman. So long ago were
sex sins recognized and branded that
the public, feeling sure of itself, lays
on wth promptness and emphasis.
The slowness of this same public in
lashing other kinds of transgression"'
betrays, not sycophancy or unthink-T
'ing admiration of success, but per-
plexity. The prosperous ev Idoets
that bask undisturbed in popular fa-
vor have been carifid to shun—or
seem to shun—the familiar tes of
wickedness.
Overlooked in Bible and ayer-
book, their obliquities lack the Tim-
stone amen Surpasi-ing as their mis-
deeds may in meanness and cruelty,
there has not yet been tine enough
to store tip strong emotion about
them, arse so the sight of them does
not loose the flood of wrath and ab-
horrence that rushes down upon the




Young Man (entering newspaper of-
fice)—Have you any vacancies
your editorial staff, sir?"
Busy Editor: No, sir; no, sir. Good
"I'm sorry you haven't, because it's
my only chance of getting a position
in this town."
"Eh? Have you been working on
the 'Daily Wire' across the road? Did'
you come to me after being discharg-
ed from that miserable sheet?"
"Oh, no, sir; I never worked on
that paper." 4
"Oh, you didn't? Then I supposel
you applied for a position on its edi
tonal staff and—"
"Editorial staff?"
"Editorial staff! Bless you, no.
didn't suppose from the looks of it
that it .had any." •
"Young man, your hand! Sit down.
If you wait a little while I'll see what



































powh.the preeident's japaneet KANSAS WOMAN
policy Strikes europe BANK PRESIDENT
(Literary Digest.)
While most European observers
-credit President Roosevelt with the
scourage and ability to bring his coun-
try out of what one paper calls "a
very bad scrape" in the imbroglio.
ver the Japanese in California, some
ve their doubts. The London
nomist, for one,, thinks "it may
/yell be doubted" whether California
will take orders from the White
Home, and "whether the theory of
states' rights is not merely dormant,
sand whether jealousy of federal en-
croachments as such will not be found
to be acute." Serious danger is also
apprehended by the Saturday Review,
which observes that "if Mr. Roosevelt
intends his threats for anything be-
yond foreign consumption. we may be
at the beginning of a constitutional
(struggle unequaled in danger to tke.
union since the civil war." The
whole question is "full of disputable
points." declares the Paris Temps.
Aside from these journals. however.
the European press as a whole re-
gard President Roosevelt's attitudc
with approval. His declaration to
congress that "everything that is in
my power will be done, and all of the
forces. military and civil, of the Un't-
ed States which I may lawfully em-
ploy will be 'so employed" as to "en-
'force the rights of aliens under treat-
ies" is characterized as "cool but
resolute and thoroughgoing" by the
London Times, which thinks it will
leommand the approval of the world.
To quote:
"It is not, perhaps, wonderful that
this attitude causes great dissatisfac-
tion among the California repretien-
tat ves But for all others. in Amer-
ica and elsewhere, it ought to he a
matter for profound satisfaction that
there is one man in high office who
twill not palter with the truth or
shrink from duty even to please a
democracy."
The Hamburger Nachrtchten agrees
with this verdict and observes:
"In hie owssage to the congress
President Roosevelt has delivered
himself on the subject of the Ameri-
cato-Japanese school question on a
mainer which does distinct credit to
his clear-headedneas as a statesman,
whatever interpretation may be put
upon ;t by California and some other
mato."
Vie Pester Lloyd (Budapest) and
Neue Frei Presse (Vienna) think that
ehe necessities of America's position
as: a Pacific-coast and East-Asiatic
knwer have required the assumption
of tust owl) a position as that taken
by the president. The Budapest pa-
per adds: •
"The United States desires, by es-
tablishing friendly relat:ons with
China and Japan, to he able to com-
pete successfully with the trade of
France and England. In this way
the states would also gain a more
predominating influence in Europe.
and Americans continue on their ca-
reer of iimperialism even though
le:sleeve:1 were no longer president."
By proposing a constitutional
amendment making the federal gov-
ernment paramount in all state ques-
tions invoking treaty rights the pees-
%tient has hit on the right solution,
Thinks the London Statist, and it
adds:
"We cannot doubt that congress
yell give the powers, for, aioithe pres-
ident forcibly says, it is unthinkable
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WEBSTErS INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY •
I. Yeesitelery. It is thr mnst use-
ful else seri contents. judiciously PC-
WW1 to •telude corruptions of =
and to avoid unintelligible
ies.




mseele in Etymologise. These are com-
plete and i dentine, and embody the beet
result sof philology. Theyarenot scrimped
or crowded into °bisque places.
Ibteele I. Trowawdatioa which Is fedi-
tided by respelling with the diaceitically
marked totters used in the schoolbooks,
the pounds of which are taught In the
public school.. •
Bessie in Definitions. They are clear,
Nest. yet vmpiete. BA an given In tbe
order in waten the wori has acquired its
es of meaning. Many of the defini-
tions are Illustrated.
Steels In its Appendix which la a packed
stOretiouse of usefill kru,wletigr.
Saints as a Working Dictionary. No
other book emboriles so much useful in-
formation, or is so indispensable in the
home, study, (school. or office.
The International has 2380 quar-
to papas with 5000 illustrations.
26,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Die-
tioriary have been completely re-
vised under the sufiergision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
tug-- "A Test in Pronunciation." In-
ioructige and entertaining
for the whole family. Also
Illustrated pamphlet 
wars
G. & C. MERRIAM CO.,
ouss.tsitass.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
States should be used, not to carry
out a treaty which it has deliberately
entered into, but to protect a small
portion of the citizens of the United
States who act in defiance of the
treaty. The president's language has
made an excellent impression in
Japan, and gradually, we have no
doubt, the incident will be 'satisfac-
torily closed."
On this point the Gaulois (Paris)
is enthusiastic in its tribute to the
president. "He right," it exclaims,
"and he maintains an attitude so un-
compromising as to be an honor both
to his strength of character and his
wisdom. In pointing so clearly the
course to be taken he has done good
service to his country." His action,
declares the Figaro (Pars), allays all





ABOUT PURE FOOD AND
AND DRUG ACT.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 7.—We can
not say definitely what class of mer-
chants or manufacturers we shall
reach fir-t in the enforcement of the
pure food and drugs act." said Secre-
tary Wilson of the department of ag-
riculture. "But you may take t to
be certain that among the first to be
reached will be the fellows who defy
the law."
The secretary's statement was made
after he lead read a circular recently
issued by the National Wholesale
Grocers' association. Among other
comments on the law contained in
the circular were these:
"There is nothing in the law that
prohibits the sale of goods conta ruing
any particular coloring matter or pre-
servative.
"Parties desOring to use fictitinus
names might organize firms or cor-
porations under these names. Ficti-
tious names mar be used w th im-
ps'nitv until next October."
"While the departmental machinery
for the enforcement of the law has
not been completed yet." continued
Secretary Wilson, "the law is now' in
force, and any merchant or manufac-
turer who violates it does so at his
peril. If any of these gentlemen think
they can itSfy the law with impunty.
let them try it and I will undertake
to aoinre them eventually a summons
to appear before I Unted States
court."
The secretary further stated that
under the regulations issued by the
department such labels as are now
in the banes of manufacturers and
dealers may he used until the first Of
next October, because the department
has no desire !n impose upon them a
heavy Inss by forcing the destruction
of a rmantitv of expensi se labels
"But." said the secretary. "on all
products enter ng into interstate or
foreign commerce it will he neces-
sary to have a label that will show
what the package contains. If the old
label does not show this fact, a rost-
er must be put on the package which
will show it. If the manufacturer or
dealer should refuse to place the pa‘t-
er on the package, he becomes at once
amenable to the lat. For instance,
cottonseed nil may not he sold for
olive nil. lithe package contains cot-
tonseed nil. either the label or the
paoer must shriwlhat 't is cottonseed'
oil, so that the purchaser may know
that he is not getting olive nil. If
unwholesome coloring matter is used
by thee:manufacturer in the prengra-
tion of any product. he will lay him-
self liable to prosecution. No ana-
line dyes or deleterious preservatives
w II be permitted in food products, and
manufacturers may as well make up
their minds to that and adjucei their
business accorffingly."
TWINS BORN WEEKS APART
Rarity Offered in Medicine and Sur-
gery at Wausan, Wis.
Wausau, Wis., Jan. 7.—Boy twins
born twelve days apart is the rarity
that this town has to offer in 'he
meckcal and surgical field and which
has never been equaled so far as
known in this rivinity before.
The Aro child was horn normally
and twelve days later the attending
physician. Dr. Sauerhering, was called
to the home again. He summoned Dr.
H. L. Rnseberry and the second birth
occurred to Mrs. Herman Draeger
within the fortnight. The babies are
normal and well proporfoned and the
mother is recovering rapidly.
esseorig
EAT CANNED BEANS; DIE.
Three Get Ptomaine Poisoning as Re-
sult of Camping Trip.
Los Angeles, Calif.. Jan. 7.—Three
persons are dead here as a stesult of
ptomzine poisoning caused by eat'ng
,•anned beans. Henry Carter, a well
known resident of Ontario; his daugh-
ter. Miss Mabel Carter. 28 years old,
and Charles Edward Abbott partook
of canned beans for luncheon while
on a camping trip, and were almost
immediately taken ill.
BELIEVES SHE IS ONLY FE-
MALE OFFICIAL IN
COUNTRY.
Public Life Training Gave Her a
Knowledge of Business
Methods.
Chicago, Jan. 7.—The only woman
bank president in the Un ted States
is in Chicago. She is Mrs. S. Alice
Halderman of Girard, Kass and has
been the guest of her sister, Miss
Jane Addama of Hull House.
It is two years since Mrs. Haider-
man assumed control of the bank.
Her husband hltd been its president
for two years. It was a pr vate bank
then, but afterwards was incorporated
as a state institution, and Mrs. Hal-
derman was elected president.
"I believe I art the only woman
bank president in the country." said
Mrs, Halderman, "or at least I have
been called so without contradiction.
l'see no reason, however„why women
should not be bankers. I did not
choose the work, of course; it came to
me. When my husband died it seem-
ed necessary that I should go on w th
the work of the bank, so I did. That
is about all there is to tell about it.
"I knew as much, perhaps. but
probably no more, than the average
woman knows of financial matters.
The only training I had was that
gained from my participation in va-
rious kinds of public life. I had been
a member of the school board, of the
library board and of charitable soci-
eties. I think all such work tends
to make one businesslike in methods.
Rot nit loans and bonds and such
things I had only a general know--
edge. ,
"My way of familiarizing myself
with the work was not complicated.
I s mpiy attended to each matter as it
was brought up, going into it as deep-
ly as was possible. The fact that the
the cashier and the other employes of
the bank were most competent and
trustworthy men made my work eas-
ier than it would have otherwise been.
"Girard is a town of about sow in-
habitants, and is very pcogressive.
Our bank is the oldest in the country.
hay ng been established thirty-five
years ago. There are other banks in
the town, and I rather feared the vim-
petition which I expected. I found
my fears groundless, however, and
have been impressed with the unfail-
ing courtesy which has been shown
es We handle the county kinds.
which entails a great deal of work up-
on us.
"After two years' experience of the
active kind—for I am at the bank for
a part of each day at least—I do not
see why banking -hould not be a bus-
'flees for women who must engage n
business of some kind."
Not the Only One.
Mrs. Holdiman is nrong in believ-
ing she is the only woman hanker in
th.' country. Only a few days ago
Mrs. Clemmie C. Palmer was elected
vice-president of the Bank of Benton.
In the House of Commons.
There are five different forms of
address used by members in speak-
ing svhen referring to other members.
A plain mister is an "honorable mem-
ber"; a privy councilor is "the r ght
honorable member": a naval or mili-
tary man is gallant as well as honor-
able: a lawyer is "learned and honor-
able." and the younger son of a peer.
who bears a courtesy title hut is a
commoner, is "the noble lord." It is
had form not to use the precise mode
of address, which is frequently et:li-
b:to-a:sing ifir 'the new member. A
former leader of the hotese. popularly
supposed to have been the orig'nal
of Gilheres "Ruler of the Queen's
Navee." W. H. Smith, who made a
fortune selling books and newspa-
pers. and was a. very simple and de-
lightful old gentleman, was once ad-
dressed as "the right honorable and
learned." "Oh. no, not learned," he
modestly interrupted—A. Maurice
Low in Appleton's.
Margin Between Success and Failure.
The forces that play upon business
are trio vast and complicated for any
mortal to grasp. No doubt there is a
law in them. but 'Is arc sweeps far be-
yond merely human ken. When. John
W. fates says that all he asks is to
be right in fifty-one cases out of a
hundred he indicates the common ex-
perience. To succeed in business is
not in the least to know what tomor-
row's conditions are going'to be. If
it were, There would he no successes,
for nobody can do that. It is to see
the cond'tion as it actually arises and
to move with it courageously. Some-
times 3-ott can't move fast enough.
Your foot is caught in the frog. Then
the incident of failude occurs. In
the case of a good business man that
means simply that this particular one
of the forty-odd times when he was
wrong happened to be especially im-
portant. His actual bus'ness ability
may he vastly superior to that of s
host of men who never failed.—Will
Payne in Everybody's.
 '
rurced pity is hypocrisy.
At'





Brownsville Riot Supposed Reason—
All Changes Will Soon Have
Been Made.
Washington, Jan. 7.—Before the
end of the present year all of the
r.egro troops in the United States
atnsy will be serving In the Philip-
pines. The final order for the trans-
fer of regiments between this country
ard the Pffilippines in 1907 has just
been completed and promulgated by
the war department.
In it provision is made for the
;ending of the Twenty-fifth infantry
and the Ninth and Tenth rygiments,
all composed of negroes, to the Phil-
ippines. The only other nesro.organ-
ination in the service, 'is in the Phil-
ippnes.
Whir it a not openly admitted at
the war department, it is believed
that the tremble by the battalion of
the Twenty-fifth infantry has had
something to do with sending the Sev-
enth cavalry to the Philippinecand the
Eighteenth will take the place of the
Eighth, which will come home. The
headquarters hand and six troops of
the Tenth are now stationed at Fort
Robinson.
Two troops now stationed at Fort
Rbinson and two more at Fort Wash-
:Ade, Wyo.. will sail from San Fran-
cisco on March 5. The two remaSn-
ing troops stationed at Fort Robinson
:old the Ninth and Sixth regiment,
of cavalry, the latter to refieve the
Fourth cavalry, will sat1 soon.
BORN AT DEPOT.
Colored Woman Delivered a Child at
the Depot Baggageroom.
Sunday morning Olivia Hawkins.
colored, was helped out of the 1:50
a. m passenger train getting here
from Mayfield over the I. C. She
was placed on a truck in the hag-
esgeroom and defiveredr of a 7-pound
boy baby. and then afterwards taken
tr. the feaidence of a colored mini.-
let on the North Side. She lives in
Nashville and her husband dying. she
took the body to Mayfield Saturday
and buried it She then cauglit the
northbound passenger train, bat was
warned not to try to go back to
Nashville, as her condition was deli-
cate. She boarded the train any how.
sccorapamed by a colored physician.'
and had to he hurried out of the coach
here and into the Isaggageroorn. She
will name the child "Illinois Central
Ha %firkins.-
THIRD TEST OF DR. JONES
TELEPHONE DEVICE
Interstate Commerce Commission
Will Be Invited to Attend Corn-
prehensve Demonstration.
Louisville. Ky.. Jan. 7.—The United
States Interstate Commerce commis-
sion, which is investigating the re-
sult Terra Cotta wreck near Balti-
more, will today be invited to attend
ttst of Dr. Alva D. Jones' system
of telephoning from moving trains.
It is expected that the commission
‘01I send a member to he present at
the demonstration, which will he the
frost comprehensive that has yet been




By Railroad Detective, Who Thought
He Was a Fugitive. and Fired
Without Making Inquiries.
Franklin, Ky., Jan. 7—Harley Ham-
mons was shot and instantly killed by
James Dashwood. former city mar-
shal, but now a secret detective for
the L. & N. Officers had been noti-
fied to be on the lookout for Tom
Wilson, the fugitive from Bowling
Green, who has relatives living in
this county. Hammond had been in
Oklahoma for seven months and Wac
returning home for a visit to his tel
atives. He resembles Wilson, and
on getting off the m'ellight train
evaded Detective Dashwood and,
N'ight Watchman John Alderson. He
went to town by an indirect way. the
c.fficers followed htm, and on reach-
ing the square Alderson hallooed to
Hammons to know if he was looking
for a hotel. He replied that he did
not care for lodging, he would spend
the night With relatives in the coun-
try. Dashwood. thinking Hammons
to be Wilson. called out. "Tom.. wait
mioute." From that Hammons
jerked out a knife and cursing. started
at them. Dashwood fired and killed
liammons instantly. Hammons was
about thirty years old and has always
borne a gone' reputation. He is a son
o! Campbell liammons, a well-to-do
farmer of the Price's Mill neighbor-
hood. Dashwoed is under guard
awaiting the examining trial.
Tnkin is to have an international
exhibition next year from March 30
to September 30. This is in addition









Moe- 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
WE Pay 4 per cent,. interest,on time deposits. Start
the New Year rigbt by starting




WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
.Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as yes
pay tent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots an the
proposed car eztensioa en *road to anion depot and on Al..
streets from Spo to 11130 each. Buy inew on installment plan
while cheap. The is the highest ground In the city. Property le
anvancing rapidly.
tal'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




SUPSDIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FYLEIGHT. MACHIN.
EkY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOls ROE- BOTH PHONES




7FICE PHONE 414-a LESIDENCE PHONE on
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick. and injured only
Oince and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
1.1how.• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Matta Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.






, REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway
NAMES E. WILHELM, President
3OHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-ohms mail matter
One Year ISAl2
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One week .
Anyone_ failing to veoefme This paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Curnbetiand it
AN
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for c ty
jailer, aubiect to the action of the
democratic party.
Tuesday Morning, January ism
That Deficit
The republ'can Sun in its efforts
to lilac-ate some of eta republican
critics who objected to what it said
about the deficit left by the republi-
can general council, crawfishes to
such an extent that it undertakes to
create the inipreseion 'hat the board
of public works is responsible for the
dificit. Surely the organ of the re-
publicans has enough manhood to
stand up and shoulder the mistakes
of its party. All public men and
others too, make rnstakes, and the
main criticism directed at the republi-
czn general council is the fact that it•
members and its organ boasted of re-
ducing the tax rate, when the rate
should not have been reduce!, and the
itemized reports and accounts for the
year certainly establish this to be true.
lint 'Inasmuch as the republicans early
in the year and clueing the campaign
claimed credit for reducing the taxes
it was certainly legitimate and fair
to lithow out that by so doing a deficit
vi as tooted, and to avoid which, the
rite shoOld net have been reduced.
R:ght there is where the general
council made the mistake. It should
have had more confidence in the igi-
perience of those who were in a po-
sition to advise that body on the Ws-
ject There is where the mistake was
made and it rests on the shoulders of
the general council. Every dollar was
paid out by the general council after
a close. scrutiny of the account by
the joint finance conuruttee, and ii a
single dollar was improperly pent.
co the needs of the city did not re-
quire itt _the general council should
not have allowed the bills. We heard
no complaint from the general coun-
cil about any irregular:ties and there-
fore, it is reasonable to assume thats
none occurred. If this be true, then
the money was properly expended,
and went iseyond , the amount the
general .cossucil. thought sufficient to
treet the expenditures.
So limos the board of public works
ir concerned ja .the annual ireport
made fig two the general
council veasssd ed .to appropriate
$28.000 for , stria's, but instead only
approprekte441$400i The year's ex-
penditures on streets show some-
thi g liise $.2s,000 and no 'repairs of
'pence made. There was but
'One act,,of the beoard during the
year otatoof the ordinary and that was
the pur3 ase of the street flushing
lo athing i a cost of $t,000. It not
only rf*Ved the public of the in-
ttolerabl uisance of the dust—raising
-street a , epik but it gave the city
eican and sanitary streets, and , has
reduced the coat orstreet cleaning to
a point where the saving will pay for
the machine 4$1, two years. It was
the best investment the city has' made
lately.
The board of public works recom-
mended an appropriation of from
S14.0430 to $114,000 to enlarge the city
light plant, but' the general council
Ii l et refused it and afterwards took
That sum out of the contingent fund
for that purpose, and a matter of ()yeti
$3.000 is yet to be paid on the plant.
If the city did not need a new plant.
why did the council spend the money?
'he board said it ought to be spent 1
and later on he general council came
to the same conclusion; so we fail to
see where the board of public winks
is chargeable with that portion of
the deficit. The general council had
full notice of these things, yet it ar-
bitrarily cu.; the tax rate. Not only
this, but early last fall when the gen-
eral council was passing ordinances
for the new sidewalks on Jones street
isnil new streets in Mechanicsburg
the board of public works returned
the ordinances to that body, inform-
ing it that the money for street work
had been exhauited. The general
council -sent the ordinances back to
time board with instructions to proceed
with the work, and tbe board did so.
Suppose the board of public works
had refused to go ahead with any
of the work after the appropriations
had been exhausted? If it had done
so, the Sun would have been the
first one to cry out -Politics" and
to charge the board of public works
voth desiring to obstruct the work of
the general council. The board of
public works simply went along and
did the best it could tinder the cir-
cumstances, and the appearance and
condition of the streets give evidence
of its work. In every instance the
board rendered all aid possibie to
properly are for affairs is.its charge,
and 'it is so be hoped that the Sun
will take up the reports of 'the several
departments under the board of pub-
lic works, and fully analyze and com-
pare them with previous reports.
Another fact that should not be
overlooked is, the charter requires
the auditor ts indorse on every pro-
posed measure requiring an expendi-
ture of money, that the money for
that purpose has been appropriated
and is in the treaaury to meet tete sic-
ccunta.
To any one familiar with the gov-
ernment of the city the effort of the
Sun to eelseye the general council of
any part of the responsibility for the
deficit of over "ma* is abswed.
The F um total of the whole matter is
that it requires a certain sum to run
the city of Paducah, and the tax rate
fixed by the general council last year
fell short of that amount by from
$25,000 to $30,000. That's all there
is to it.
Public Service Corporations.
The Indianapolis News makes the
following sensible remarks about pub-
lic service corporations:
-All wires are to go under ground
within the mile square. This is right
as Lae as it goes. We improve the
opportunity to call attention to our
way—our American way—of doing
things. We rail at corporations con-
stantly; at the enormous and un-
ghteous profits they make, their mo-
• polies, their corrution, the fran-
chises they procure generally without
compensation, their ruthless manner
in the conduct of their business, in-
sailing private premises and destroy-
srg property, and yet, as here, for
example, we finally pluck up courage
erougb to ask them to put their wires
underground wihin the mile square—
an insignificant portion of the town—
while we leave them free to disfigure
our stteets everywhere else. Many
of our best residence streets are
niade hideous with the wire-bearing
poles. The point we wish to make is
that we permit our corporations to
do all of these things and yet rail at
them constantly in a .childish way in-
stead, of quietly compelling them to
do differently. We allow them to
have enormous and for the most part
unchecked privileges, and while we
abuse them constantly for taking
what we give them we hardly have
the concave to ask them to do the
common things that in a European
government would be considered as a
matter of course."
England's Disloyalty to Her Colonies.
(Literary D gest.)
England is unfaithful to her col-
onies—the cry has at last come forth.
She is courting the favor of the great
powers and is willing to sacrifice Au-
stralia. Canada and Newfoundland for
a =mile from ails, of them. Such is
the charge made by writer in
Faulding's Medicalvand Home Jour-
nal (Adelaide). &gland, we are told,
is growing tired of her colonies. They
do. not pay. Imperial imagination is
dying out 'n the old. country, which
is tA:ollfing iniairand more narrow-
ly sordid andinsular. To quote:
"England is embracing the French,
placating the Germans, cringing to the
Americans, and reaching out to shake
hands with the Russians. Meantime
she his given much away that be-
longed to her colones. Canada has a
serious feud with America over Alas-
kan boundaries and seal-fishing rights.
England ignored her colony and gave
the Americans what they demanded.
There are other matters in disputg
at this very moment, and England is
deliberately seeking to settle them
w th the United States regardless of
Canadian interests and failings." $
Bitter are the terms in slhiett'fbit
Journal ehvells on England's conces-
sions to the United States in the Jtt
ter of the Newfoundland codfisheryi
We read:
"Newfoundland has valuable fish-
eries which she has not only to pro-
tect against her own colonists, but
against France and Amer'ca in par-
ticular. A few days ago 'Englund
actually agreed to permit the Ameri-
cans to fish in Newfoundland water(
under conditions which the Newfound::
land fishermen them*Ives did not
possess. The Americans were so
amazed that they could not help blurt-
ing out their Pleasure at having re-
ceived concessions wbch they had not
ad the least hope of gaining, while
the Newfoundland government was
so disgusted that it almost actuaUy de-
clared its-elf in revolt. It has resolved
that the Newfoundland warships shall
prevent the United States fishing ves-
sels getting behind the Newfoundland
laws, English treaty or no Engl sh
treaty."
The result of this selfish cowardice
will be, predicts this writer, that a
greater Britain will arise which is
'separated from -and hostile to the
lesser Britian, a sort of imperial
Frankenstein destined to be a menace
and irresistible foe to the power that
created it. Thus:
"England gave away Samna to
Germany and the 'United States de-
spite Australian protests, and as sure
as fate she will give away the New
Hebrides to France, no matter what
we may do and say. No further in-
stances need be mentioned. The men
who d rect Great Britain today appear
to be weary of the weight of empire.
and by their deeds they are making
good -their thoughts. The day may
not be far distant %%hen the nations
which go to constitute Greater Britain
will have to band themselves togeth-
er not only to resist foreign encroach-
ments, but the ill-concealed d sloyahy
of the old country as well. There





Takes a Hand in Railroad Labor
Troubles. and There Is Now
Good Chance for Settlement.
Chicago, Jan. 7.—President Roose-
velt took a hand in the grave labor
situation threatening the railroads of
the country throughohe strike of fire-
men on the Southern Paefic. and
caused a conference1 to be held at
the Palmer House at night, with the
result that the_controversy is in a fair
way to being settled.
The meeting was held in the rooms
of interetate Commerce Commission-
ers M. A. Knapp and E. E. Clark.
who arrived from New York the
morning and mmediately got to work
to bring the warring chiefs of the
railway brothers together.
Announcement was made by Me
Knapp early today that the prospects
were bright for peace. He said Chiefs
Hannahan, of the firemen. and Stone
of the engineers, practically had
agreed on a basis of settlement tinder
which the strikers on the Southern
Pac tic will go back to work tonight
or tomorrow. The details of the set-
tlement, he said, will be worked out
today.
Mr. Clark, it is said. consulted
President Roosevelt by long distance
telephone before he left New York.
He carried with him the president's
w•ehes that everything should be done
to patch up a truce between the
engineers and firemen, and avert what
threatened to become a general di--
turbance on the railroads of immense
consequenece to commerce.
Mr. Clark also was said to !be in
cortonunication with Dr. Charles P.
Neil, of the Labor Bureau, who is in
Texas endeavorng to arrange a set-
tlement in accord with the president'.
plans.
Committees of firemen will arrive
in the city today to prepare for the
presentation of wage demands affect-
ing about 67.000 men. With the ar-
rival of the fireemn and the tra nmen
and - with the engineers already en-
gaged in wage negotiation, one of the
greases wage conferences ever held
in Chicago will open today. The to-
tal number of men whose incomes for
the next year will be affected by the
outcome is "n the neighborhood of
225,000.
Paducah Man in Chicago.
Mr. John Trantham, the engineer,
is in Chicago attending the meeting
of the. board of grievance for the
ralroad,liremen.
TRIED FOR $70,000 BRIBE.
Pittsburg Councilman Is Accused of
Accepting Graft from Railroad.' •
Pittsbing. Pa., Jan. 7.—William A.
Martin, a member of common coun-
cils, u-as placed on trial today in
the criminal court on a charge of
misdemeanor it being alleged that he
solicited and received a $7o.000 bribe
in connection sv'th several ordinances
of the Pittsbing. and Tube City rail-
road. Councilman Martin is also
charged, with C. S. Cameron, presi-
dent of the railroad, with conspiracy
to bribe. President Cameron is 'II




+ PERSONAL MENTION. Oi
Mr. Wm. Masks yesterday went to
GreenAlle, Ky.
Hon. Mike Oliver returned yester-
day front Benton.
, Mrs. Eugene Warren is home from
p esit in Mlemphis.
Mr. Earl Walters was 'in Kuttawa
:yesterday on'business.
•Me. Brack Owen went to Carbon-
dale, Ky., 'yesterday.
Miss Mina Morrison has returned
from visiting at Viola, Ky.
Mrs. J. B. Algee has returned from
visiting in Humboldt, Tenn.
Mr. Lee Keller yesterday went to
Philadelphia to enter college.
Mr. Isadore Klein yesterday went
to Illinois on a drumming trip.
'Miss -Eva Nicholson has gone to
Barlow, Ky., to teach school.
Mrs. Louis Levy and son Lionel
lo.ve gone to 'visit in St. Louis.
Mr. Grover Burns has gone to Bell-
buckle, Tenn., to resume his studies.
4 FOR;19E4 $
MECHANIC'S (lib F R.'S
SAVINGS BANK
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
At. [Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts   $I94.36.97
Stocks and Bonds 
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures  9.080.t7
Cash and Exchange    ..  56,709-95
LLABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Undivided Profits  .. 4228.79





Col. Victor 'Van de Male left Sun- A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
day for a drumming trip in Ilinois.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Brown earnings of the past six months, and credited





Hon. Ed. 0. Leigh of
turned home yesterday
v sit here.
Mrs. W. M. Ragan
Tenn., is visiting Mors.
of Trimble street.
Miss Anita Keiler left Sunday for
Monticello college after sepndin;
holidays in Paducah.
Mr. Mike Griffin returned to Mur-
rsy yesterday after spending Sunday
with his family.
Professor J. A. Mahler and wife
have arrived from FA Paso, Tex., to
..open a dancing school.
Hon. George W. Landrum of
Smithland went home yesterday after
spending several days 'here.
Mr. John Trimble, the life insur-
ance man, arrived Sunday from Lou-
isville and is at Hotel Craig.
Mrs. Bart Stith of Elizabethtown.
Ky., went home yesterday after
lo-fling her sister. MTS. W. F. Alvey.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Treadway and
Mr. Lloyd Bagley of Reattyeille are
o'-iing R. R. Treadway of Meehan-
icsbairg.
Mr Lee Hite and wife have re-
turned from visiting the latter's par-
rots, .Mle. and MTS. J. D. Carneal of
ills county.
Mr*. Hamilton Parks and son.
Ilamlltem, of Nashville, have gone
home after visitng her daughter, Mrs.
J.•hn Bleecker.
Mr. Richard Geagen. Ir., and, son
of Memphis went home Sunday nigbt
after spending the day with Colonel
R:chard Gasmen, Sr.
Miss Eva Batter returned to Bel-
front's college at Nashville yesterday
after visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Andy Bauer.
Miss Carrie Griffith yesterday re-
turned tn Belmont', college at Nash-
ville after visiting her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. II. B. Griffith.
Miss Rosebud Hobson returned to
the Hollins. Va., college yesterday
after spendng Christmas with her
mother. Mrs. Jetta Hobson
Master John Campbell has gone
hack to his college at Winchester.
Va.. after spending Christmas with his
norther, Mrs. Birdie Campbell.
Miss Dorothy Langstaff leaves to-
morrow for Wisconsin to resume her
college studies after spending two
weeks with her parents, Mc. and Mrs.
George Langstaff.
Miss Virginia Newell will return
tomorrow from Brownsv Ile. Tenn..
where she spent Christmas with her
parents. Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Thursday she will resume her music









NEW OFFICERS INDUCTED IN-
TO THEIR RESPECTIVE
POSITIONS.
During the Evening the Uniform
Rank Was Organized and
Officers Chosen.
The encampment of Odd Fellow;
installed its new officers last night, as
follows:
Chief Patriarch—A. R. Davis.
Senior Warden—James House-
holder,
Junior Warden—J. A. Hill.
High Priest—J. M. Cockrell.
Scrbe—C. G. Kelly.
Treastirer—James C. Martin.
Outside Centinel—Gus G. • Single-
ton.
auide—G. Z. Umbaugh.
• First Watchman—Harry L. Judd.
Second watchman—S. T. Wootan.
Thin i Watchman—Peter J. Bechen-
bach.
Fourth Watchman—Henry Counts.
During the evening the. "Canton"
was re-organized, it beng the uni-








J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
TOUR AFTER
ENLISTMENTS
SERGEANT BLAKE CAME BACK
WITH A LARGE
PARTY.
The Recnits Will be Sworn Into the
Service and Sent to Dif-
ferent Barracks.
Sergeant Blake, of the Paducah re-
cruiting office for the United States
army, returned yesterday from Mis-
souri where he secured a number of
recruits who were brought here to
to! sworn rnto service by Lieutenant
Wm, Reed. who comes from the main
rscruiong office at Evansville for this
per pose.
At Whiting, Nfo., Sergeant Blake
cot the following for the service:
Bernard Webster, George W. Simms,
Zettry L. Putts. Henry Vergonet. of
East Prairie, Mo, Charles E. Griffy
and Carsy Combs of Whiting, Mo.,
Wm. Taylor and John R. Banks of
Sands. Mo., Alfred Baker of Hough.
Mo, Kesel Hopson of Cerulean
Springs. Ky.. Eddie Grissom of Bard-
well, Ky., Wm. if. Ross of Brookings,
Sergeant Blake has recruited at
the local office. Chester D. Newton
of Barlow, Ky., William C Underhill
of Barlow. Ky.. and Forest Ramage
of Carrsville, Ky.
GRAND OPENING.
Lanham's Ctsfe Has One This Even-
ing, While Today Starts His Mer-
chants Lunch.
Mr. John Lanham, of the cafe at
its South Fourth, will this evening
give his grand opening which We post-
poned when he opened for business
two weeks ago. He has the finest
line of every:hing in the beverage,
luncheon and cigar I ne, and cordially
invites all to call.
Beginning today Mr. Lanham will
commence serving merchant's lunch
every day from it a. en., until 2 p.
m., at popular prices, the menu con-
sisting of numerous delicac e% served
in fine style.
The cafe of Mr. Lanham is one of
the finest ever opened in this city.
being gorgeously furnished, and
stocked with the choice* Vands, both
foreign and domestic, to he found
anywhere in the country. Being an-
nually, popular with everybody, he is
doing an inwnenee busintes already




REMAINS OF DR. S. B. CALD-
WELL LAID TO REST
AT MT. KENTON.
Math Disking. Aged Yeers. Died
if Conaraimpahma Yesterday—Lit-
tle Lehrer Girl Died.
Hundreds attended the services at
o:.to o'clock yesterday afternoon Over
the remains of the late Dr. Samuel
13 Caldwell, Sr The ceremonies were-
conducted at the residence on West
Broadway by Rev. W. F. Cave of the
Presbyterian church. Interment
followed at Mt. ;Cronin, out beyond
Arcadia.
The pall bearers serving were:
Honorary, 0. A. Veiser, T. A. Baker,
John Cook. M. V. Cherry, G. B. Hart,
W. J. Hills.
Active. S. A. Fowler, J. 11, Mow-
cgttot. Gas Ilank, Alex Kirkland,
George C. Wallace, J. A. Rudy.
Died of Corteuntpdea
Harris, the a-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs.- Beet Disbman. died yester-
day at their home in the Sharpe. Mar-
shall county neighborhood, and will'
he bathed today at the cemetery near
there.
Little Girl Died.
At to o'clock yesterday morning the
-ernains of Mend Lehrer were lettered
at the Si. John cemetery in the votn-
ty. Rev. Father Rheinhart officiating.
The girl was is year. Mel and died of
pneumonia Sunday after only a four
day's illness. Salm was the child of
Mrs. Charles Lehrer of the St. John
SEVEN DIE IN AN EXPLOSION
Two More Succumb to Injuries Re-
ceived in Powder Mae
Keriroha. ;ult. 7.—The death
rr.li following yesterday's exploron at
the Isaflin-Rand Powder mill in the
town of Pleasant Prairie now stands
it seven, two more men having died
once last night. They are Edward
Main and Stefan Jakowich, the latter
a Russian who came here two months
ago with his wife and four children.
Both men died at the improvised hos-
pital near the plant dining tits night
and the three surviving members we
in the last throe* of death,'
The officials of the company have
given out an official list of the dead
and wounded from the explosion.
STATEMENT CONDITION OF THE
Bank anti Orust Tn.
OF PADUCAH, KY.
At the Close of Business Decembes 31, 1906.
Resources
Loans and Discount,.. $260.955 49
Stocks and Bonds..  5E463 so
Banking House  17,000 00
Furniture and Fixtures 5.750 oo
Cash and Exchange,  44427 48
8334,296 47
Liabilities
Capital Stock • Sroo.000 00
Surplus Fund  31,000 00
Undivided Profits  2,775 36
Deposits  247,523 62
Rediscounts  2,997 49
$384296 47
A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the last six months and placed to the credit
of the stockholders entitled thereto. $1,000 was added to
Surplus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt
attention given to business intrusted to us.
































































Lay. the new democratic member from
the First ward, was elected president,
and the manner in whieli he filled the
chair during the evening indicates he
will make a fair, impartial and pro-
gressive officer, as although new in
public Tile, he showed an aptitude
and dispatched things in a most satis-
factory manner. C. C. Duval, the
holdover republiegie member of thc
First ward, was put tip against 'him
for the presidineeoloir. , but Lind-
say was elected by a ballot of 7 to 3,
getting the votes of Duval, Wilson,
Shelton, Foreman. Lacey, -Crandall.
and Rowiditi 16Qpinal was tinted
fn.: by Lintsa flerem Wipiamson,
Van 'Meter an . eyers.
The first thi taint
was tor then; • space







riot Ward—McBroom and Duval.
Second Ward — Williamson and
Oetilschlaeger.. ,
Third Wer21—V$n 41,fees4 atni Kolb.
Fourth Ward--Cranriall. and Kat-ti•
ter iolsn. 
..
Fifth Ward—Hill and. Meyers.
Sixth Ward—Barnett and Herzog.
The 'Mottoes being adapted. • the
board 'banned A-readmit Me-Broom
for his ratings wente in the chair.
The "board then adjourned sine die.
The old aldermen were thew
called Mtn special isessicia. adopte4
the rainutes of their last seasi011a and
adjourned eine die, after thanking
the president. Oscar Stalks. for his
titling'. The new aldermanic board
chaa not meet until Thursday night.
City Clerk Henry Bailey then can-
t(' the new cousseilmanic body into
seaeion, and found all present.




Third Ward—C L Van Meter and
M.-Foreman.
Faneth Ward—Alonzo Crandall and
Frnest Lackey.
Fifth Ward—George Meyers and
George Shelton.
South Ward—John Herzog and R
3. Wilson.
The old members going out were
ltleBrevim. 0e)lechlaeger. Kolb. Kat-
terjohn. 11;11 and Barnett, all replibri-
-rang. *bile their seats were taken by
etemocrate of Lindsay. Maniere.
"LaCkeir. Foreman. Shelton and WII-
Ton. The holdover members of the
old hoard who serve thie year with
the hew board are Williamson, Duval,
Nan -Meter:Tier:ow and Meyers. re-
trablicaree &ad Crandall. democrat.
'hoe- being eleeteil to succeed himself
it, filling out the unexpired part of
T-ire'llipple's place he latter resigned
enme months syn. This makes seven
d•-enciertife and five republican' in the
'Mar& Dowel. Winumoion. Van Meter,
lffermeg avtd Meyer being of the' let-
t er
On thelsay being elected president
Ise toesh the ehe‘e. Theinkeel the mem-
leers 'for ehoosinsr *m; 02Werrir he
.sivantell to •do what -was light Ins;
rand orrr at all times-and work hav-
Inirmion' for the arty:warmer. ed
1114  cause. H, proc 
Yeis
eeded
tog Iliminetir-by Calling Oil. 16yor
er floe the-litter's buaniess.-lrhich was
p•r aerated.
;7,141,..anigims6intetlisi was al-
Inlet Id n' use II 
•eas er-t he-river
raitroud
City' F.; ieecheion W. SP. McPherson.
applied ISICTeagt Of $25 per
month ira and .this was re-




Berhe ilu. a Pikers. 1:11
were te isoirre'd• ante of thanks foe• the $1.0 ay beiehels of coal they sent
the poor Tadticah.
Twirk. Jaticelitsd on Eighth; be-
te etts Ca• Itssaf? were ot-
eg•red plac i
d on the city's rental list.i 
the water erim, pany having finished
laying the eons along that thorough-rn
f: re.
M Ye v notified the hoard he ayor isi




term as Ihn len; fnr the city 
It was. ratified.
The mayor ailed to the boardsogg
that they t 
ud outline what 
mmediat 113t get together
with the ndermen a
money will be needed to tam the city
gove•-nrneni this year, an there can
he adopted, legally *pi iortianing to
1each mu ament, thenicipal depal
aironnt re4uWil, ordi 'same.
The mayor• handed in Jui, "veto"
cUsapproving the ordingnc,- adopted
by the old republferte boat& last
month whfrein the plac.- od "city
cow catcher" was made * permanent
position by the republicans efore go-
ing out of Office: The mra'or said
that now the city has a polka' force
1
NEW BODY TOOK CHARGE LA ST NIGHT 
AND ORGANIZED
FOR THIS YEAR—MAYOR R E-APPOINTS 
CITY SOLICITOR
CAMPBELL FOR ANOTHER YEAR—MUCH T
IME TAKEN UP
WITH LIQUOR LICENSES, 3 EVER-AL (IF 
WHICH WERE RE-
JECTED, WHILE OTHERS A RE DEFE
RRED UNTIL NEXT




On the new council going into of- of 33 
men, and they were enough to
Bee last evrting at the city ball gen- look 
after stray cows rambling on the
teal assembly chamber, H. R. Lind- public
 highways. His veto was sus-
tained by all except Williamson, Mey-
er and Van Meter, who wanted to
pass the ordinance over the mayor's
disapproval and thereby carry into ef-
fect their attempt to make the city
continually employ s. cow catcher.
The cow catcher is now done 
awaywith, except to be appointed for a
month at a time, if needed. He gets
$75 per Month.
Chief Collins reported he had col-
lected $454.40 fines in the police court
last month, while $172 was replevied
and $ao on hand for collection.
A request was received from the
city school board stating $450ino
would be needed to run the public
schools this year, therefore the trus-
tees wished the legislative boards
would make provision to this effect
in making this year's. levy. This 're-
quest wait referred to ,the ordinance
committee.
The Sun Publishing-einapedy re-
signed the public phartership, and
the News-Democrat was appointed.
It prints all the public meeting pro-
ceedings, etc.
The question of improving Short
and Farley street was referred, as
the time limit for completion of the
work has gone by, and an extension
will have to be made.
To the solicitor and
indite Was referred the matter of ac-
quiring possession df private ground
so the public fill can be widened on
Broadway going through Bradshaw
creek.
The board of works was given pow-
er to act in itiliscretton rigarding
trying to have Guthrie avenue and
Nineteenth street improved this win-
ter. They can start the work w!
ever desired.
The council cone-tweed in the alder-
manic action authorizing (he mayor to
offer West Broadway property own-
ers $r per lineal font for enough
ground off the front of (he property
eut that way so public sidewalks can
be laid.
The December faiancial statement
was read, shoeing the iity to have
a deficit of $350oo the first of this
year, that betog the "New Year's
Gift" the outgoing repnblicane leave
to- their democratic inietsestnef alto
pay off. '
First adoption was givave ,di-
rence providing that concrete side-
walks be laid on Fourth between Nor
ton and husbands streets. s
To the board of supervisors • *ate
referred the complaints of Maurice
Lenihan and Andy Bauer that their
peivate property had been erroneous-
ly assessed ;for city tax purposes.
To the finance committee was re-
(cared the claim of the Paducah Brew-
ery that it ;Mould not begin paying
c•tv taxes iontk this year, and not be
compelled to pay for titan, which is
celled for in the bill made Ott tiir.'"""
:he company. - r
f.air;aaamed save .Nre.limpeake.cetaericaGneorsuge Lretyceohntn--
aumenr)k; on ime-hortd. and filed a docia
showing Auber Smith had pow-
er of aisorney from the company to
ago me bond.
prelident Lindsay stated to the
board that he would name two of his
...sending committees now, they being
finance. Lackey. chairman. Flournoy
and Van Meter; ordinance, Van
Meter. Crandall and Shelton. The
nitnhners he will name at the next sea-
5A batch of about too liquor licenses
was then taken up. and all -read.
When one was reached to which Ob-
jections existed. it was laid aside to
be taken • up separately later in the
meeting. All those no* protested
were then granted,fhile Coueicilman
Lackey moved tha the board post-
pone action until the -next session ea;
t those• against whirls compfainet ex-
( isted. This }notion lost, not receiving
majority vote. as -Yhose aStins•
pestponement were Crandall. Duval,'
Floirrnoy, Van 'd'eter, Maillitunson
and. Wilson. The other six..favoYed
deferring.
When the following protested lic-
enses were then brought up eeparetela
all had to he deferred entft. the next
meeting, because. in . applying for
license, the parties had not accom:
retied their applieation with a sworn
affidavit, certifying that they had
posted for 'ten days a notice of their
intention of applying: J. a peer,
etreet of goo North Eighth: ,Ancittist
Deriker of mu Broadway; Theodora-
Peters of mao Broadway: H. II
E:VAIISof 601 North Twelfth. Over-
steeet is objected to because Mayor
Yeisec had to revoke hisAicenee lnet
veariwhen he. sold llonorn Setnelev.
Denker at iou Broadway. and Peters
ef roan Broadway. are protested
against heeatis* the houses in which
they want to open are those at the
raiisoad canoeists run Elevroth , arid
Broadway, where thousands of se)10O1
street cons-
childrel and ladies daily pass and
have tollndergo insults from crowds
that hung around the saloons existing
there until last year when the liceneeti
were taken away. This same protest
is in against these parties who want
tc open up there now. Evans is pro-
tested against because the place he
wants to opea is right across the
street from the Trimble street Metho-
Uist church of Twelfth and Trimble.
George Denker of 741 Harris street
Was protested against, but as the
remonstrating petition lodged some
days ago could not be found, this
license was granted by all votes ex-
cept Duval.
Pell and Simon of Seventh and
Trimble were protested against by
Councilman Williamson, but the lic-
ense was granted by the other it
votes.
iBarney Padgett asked for a license
to open a new saloon at Thirteenth
and Clay. This is on the corner
where three saloons existed until last
yeas- when the licenses were taken
away from all, as many women fre-
quented the places. Now the resi-
dents of that section opposed Pad-
gett's application, but he got his
license, all voting for it except Duval,
Van Meter, Flournoy and Williamson.
Dick Rosenthal was granted a
license to open at Thirteenth and
Clay, across the street 'from Padgett's.
Residents protested against this one
also on the same ground as they did
Padgett, Duval, Flournoy, Van Met-
er and Williamon were the oely ones
vcting against Rosenthal, the others
balloting for him.
L. T. Clark of 1147 North Twelfta
was granted his license by all votes.
When the application was read It
was thought he wanted to open at
1033 North Twelfth, but the error
developing, no protest was entered.
By a unanimous vote the quart
liquor license ot Dreyfus and Well
of North Second was taken away be-
terse the concern used vile and ob-
scene literature in advertising its
business as pertains to "Devil's Istand
Gin:* one piece of literature passed
around the vermeil chamber, showing
4 naked man in disgusting position.
The quart liquor license of the .Padte
cell Distillery eompany of IA South
Third was also refused.
The money was ordered refunded
those to whom licenses were refused.
It is understood the aldermen will
act adversely on some licenses grant-
ed by the council.
The hoard ratified the sale of
Iwo Oak Grose burial lot. to pur-
chasers..
A warrant was ordered gotten out
f."1. the 1. C. railroad for running
the Cairo train thenligh town at a
:Teeter rate of *peed than allowed by
law.
The board then adjourned.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water company are
reminded that their rents expired
December pit., and those who desire
to renew this quarter should do so
before it is forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
moth swirl be discontinued, and the
cost of shutting off and turning on





W-nahengton, D. C., Jan. 7.—The.
report of the -commission of engineers:
criated lay the river and harbor art'
oi Kos to devise a scheme for im-
ctevement of the Ohio river was sent
to the river and harbor committee
this afternoon.
Its contents are being kept a strict
secret for the present. It is uunder-
stood they recommend ffty-two locks
and dams. fifteen to be built below
Cincinnati, forty of the locks and
dams to cost a million each and
twelve $200m00 each.
The completion of The report is re-
ceived with' great outisfaction by
Ohio river interests as the river and
harbor committee w'll have an op-
portunity to confider its recommenda-
tions in frarrang this year's river and
lito-tx;r appropriation bi/L
BALKS AT "BOOZE" REMEDY
.
Kokomo. Ind., Jan. 7.—The first
r aeoner arraigned loefore Judge R. M.
Cooper of the city court, who has
established a jag cure, balked at the
arrangement. Wilber Gillespie has
been for fifty years defeated to drink,
bet declared that while he was willing
to do anything within reason for the
judge he must refuse to take the cure._
ft said he was too old for anything
ike that and was released by the
f:-,ir-t upon taking a pledge for a year.
FI ST PRESIDENT, BYRD
CRETARY, ROBERTSON, V. P.
TR E WERE THE ELECTIONS MADE LAST EVENING WHEN
TIE NEW SCHOOL BOAR D ENTERED OFFICE AND OR-
GANIZED FOR THIS YEAR—PETER BECKENBACH CON-
TINUES IN THE BOARD, BE ING ELECTED TO FILL VA-
CANCY CREATED BY GEOR GE MOORE, OF FOURTH WARD,
REFUSING TO FILL SEAT T 0 WHICH HE WAS ELECTED—
MAXWELL WAS ALSO VOT ED TO HAVE HIS SEAT AMONG
THE TRUSTEES.
.01•••..
Anthony List, holdover member of
the school board from the third ward,
was elected president of the body
last night last night when the incom-
ing trustees organized, while Wall am
T. Byrd, trustee from the fifth ward,
was elected secretary. Peter J. Beck-
enbach, ont of the old metribrs whose.
term expired last night, was elected
to continue 'n the body, by being
chosen to fill the vacancy created by
George Moore, of the fourth ward,
refusing to serve. Moore was one of
the newly elected democrats chosen
to go in this month for a two years'
term, but cid not desire the place.
These ;elections were the most im-
portant features of the session last
evening, and pins good men in. ap-
proprate places.
Early, in the evening the outgoing
board met to wind up what business
was pending, and there was present
Walston, Beckenbach, Byrd, Davis,
Keenest List and Fetter. The minutes
of the January i meeting were read
and approved, followed by allowance
of the salaries of the teachers and
officers, Which amounted to $90.85.
A balance of $15o was then allowed
the Par/mall- Construction company,
it being the remainder of the Peace°
due them for erecting the new Mac-
Kinky school build rig in NI echatlfes-
burg.
A conminnication from the Padn-
cuts Alumni Aseociation, regarding
20/TIT seats, was laid over for the new
trustees to act upon.
The clerk reported that the Me-
chanicsburg Christian church people.
wain bought the old Mechancsburg
school property-. wonld make -a bank-
able note for the balance of two due
on the $1,000 the church people paid
the trainees for the building and
grounds used for school purposes be-
fore the :McKinley structure Was con-
setrwcted.
This 'being all the business for the
old hoard, a recess was, taken for a
few minutes, during which time the
clerk *rote up the minutes of the
present gatherng. The trotters were
then calkel into their seam and ap-
proving these minutes, adjourned sine
The 'board was then called to
order. lisd it was found the following
were
First Ward—J. H. Maxwell and
'Wm. 'Marries.




Fourth ward—U. S. Walston.
Fftli• Ward—W. T. Byrd and Al-
bert Meteafe.
If. C. Morris. the holdover mem-
ber from the sixth ward, and Dow
'Watson. (he newly elected member
from that ward, were both absent.
J. Ashley Robertson was Then made
-temporary chairman and Frank May
temporary clerk to serve mita the
new trustees organized permanently.
The president then hail the clerk to
Teed the declination of George Moore
to serve, he having been elected
horn the fourth ward for a term of
two years. On him refusing, the board
Then unanimously voted • for Peter J.
Beckenbach in take Moore's vacant
chair. Mr. Becherebach was 'mined-
lately sworn in by Justice John J.
Bleith, who was there for that pur-
potie. • Seckenbach then took his seat
in She body.
Trustee Anthony List was then
unanimously elected permanent presi-
dent and J. Ashley Robertson chosen
permanent vice president, both of
whom took they respective chairs.
The clerkship then being taken imp
and en attempt made to have the
clerk give $1,000 bond guaranteeing
the faithful discharge of his duties.
This attempt was defeated. Trustees
Byrd v.-ae then nominated, as was also
Frank B. May, who is not a member
of the bbard, but has been serving as
clerk eintre Secretary Pitcher resigned
two months ago. The cleric does not
have to he a trustee. On the voting
being entered into Byrd got six bal-
lots. May three and Clements one,
complimentary ballot, although the
latter was not a candidate. Mr. Byrd
took charge of the clerk', desk and
books and the salary was left the
same as 'last year, $3oo.
CHURCH SOCIETY
ELECTS OFFICERS
RAMSEY SOCIETY HELD 1T3
ANNUAL ELECTION
YESTERDAY,
J. H. Maxwell is employed at the
I. C. railroad, aml some rallied the
quest:on that the chatter says no rail-
road attache shall have a public posi-
tion. By a vote of 7 to 2, though, Mir.
Maxwell was seated, and participated.
The declination of George Moore
ta aerve in the board was ordered
placed on record for future eeference.
The trustees decided to meet aga n
nest Tuesday night to hear the report
of the finance coninattee.
After the board adjourned list
night President List made out his
standing committees, which are as
fonows, and will be announced
officially next Tuesday n ght:
Fiance—Clements, Karnes and
Maxwell.
Examination and Course of Study















Grievances ae Metcalfe, Robertson
and Walston. 0,
Rules- and Revision—Morrie, Beck-
enhach and Byrd.
The conunatee-on examination and
course of study is the one that selects
all teschers employed and recom-
mends their selections. The name of
the fleet trustee following the respec-
tive committee mentioned is the chair-
man of that committee.
Many Attended . the Revival at
Mechanicsburg Christian Church
—Last Talk by Mrs. Lehmann.
BIG Ctr-rON BEL'r
'BRIDGE GOES OUT
Destru-tion of Structure Near Pine
Bluff, Ark, Blocks -Tt7xas Traffic.
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist church met yesterday
afternoon at the church and selected
the following officers for this year:
Mrs. James R. Lane, president; Mrs.
John Covington, %are president; Mee.




Last evening the Meclaseizeburse
Christian church was welt filled with
attendants participatinga*athe sesaaaa
of revival meetings stanSflbere Sun.
day by Rev. McCaw and Rev.
Thomas. Worship-is held each even-
ing and a cordial nwitafon is en--
tended' the public.
Last of Series.
The courtroom was well filled Sun-
day afternoon with an audienceathat
gave the closest attentiOgo t:tor-Pagr.
Lehmann. as she painted in iavid
colors, "The Rarity of Cbs4tian Char-
ity. Under the Sun." •
No one who heard her that after-
noon will soon forget .her, eerneet
pleading for the cry of the weak, the
tempted and the fallen.
Her story of how she came to take
up this work, was a marked revela-
ticm of the depth of a mother's love,
and the influence of a mother's
prayers. Only a heart of flirt could
listen to this story, and not be
touched by it, and We daubt if asiv
could leave the room without a feel-
ing of greater tenderness for all. of
God's wayward children.
Pine Bluff. Ark, Jan. 7.—The big;
CottonBelt Railroad bridge wh ch
spans Saline river, twenty-nine mate
south nf this city, was washed. away
tonight. Several hundred feet of
trestle, including roadbed, is gone.
The Saline River, at last accounts,
was risng at the rate of two inches
an hoar. The recent havy rains have
swollen all streams out o ftheir banks
houses have been swept away, farce
inundated and much etock is reportcel
lost. Crone will suffer heavily.
The bridge destroyed is the most
important structure on the entire line
ef the St. Louis Southwestern Rail
nay. Its destruction means the da-
crintirraance of all trains south of this,.
city; it practically blocks traffic on
that road into Texas.
The northbound passenger from
Texas due here at 12:50 a. in. will
not arrive. The Texas train from
Memphic and St. Louis will arrive
he-re at 2:25 a. m., and return as No.
4, what,' is the nnmber of the Texas
train.
Crews and wrecking train were
sent from this city early to-night to
the scene of :he washout in an zffort
to save the trackage and bridge, but
upon arfivr.I were enable to do so.
Mr. Thomas W. Settle, the race
horse man. is here from . Virginia
visiting hie family on North Fifth.
Beards are Sable to taxation in
*cane Japanese villages. The orison







Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both plumes 31.
Rooms x. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway,
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skin sofa smooth.
and white. Removes all blemishes
rutted by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.




63 Copies for 1 c
Use our best smutless and smearless carbon papers and you can
eet from 173 to 200 clear cut impressians from each sheet, Our best
grade comes in blue, black and purple at $265 per box.
What better do you want in the way of satisfactory goods at
a low price?
Sae Our special carbon fo r pencil use at $1.00 for too sheets.
This does the work 25 good. as ary carbon made.
D. E. Wilso 'Es Book 4%la Music Man
AL Harbour's Department, Store
nest Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement; Agent for W,Sitehall and Agatite Cement
,"IMI ENG OF CEMENT"
H. M. CWNNINGHAM












lust sample any other per-
fume in. town and then 
procure
the same odor from 
us. You'll
say there is a great 
difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how to 
store per-
fumes. We know how to 
show
you perfumes. Our 
knowledge
of these requisites 
is what en-
able us to give you 
perfumes
that have not detonated 
since











aecause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




Nizhest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and Qin sverTilliali
soS-erso Court Street: Old Mums
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORA TED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
38inn For the Rend Trip toUU Tennessee river & returl
It is a trip of pleastsre, comf01)
tiler rest; good service, good tabl
.good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wedneses'y and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas




EYE. EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.






Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Row One's Beauty and Tamper Can
Be ILiintained in Spit* of the
Dust and Dirt
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of bow to appear well groomed
',hen at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as this
that even more care than usual is nec-
essary, for what with dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack
of proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, unless my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort For instance, a small case
should be Included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
sight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lotions may be carried in
• concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying that
the wise woman of to-day is sufliciently
informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of cleans
lug her face at such times. True,
grime and tiny bita of coal and ctn.
dens will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and natio
*Hy the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these disfiguring additions. Un-
fortunately. however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
'ace tender and thus renders it impoe-
able to keep the complexion in any-
thing like c. pleasing conditiora.
The use of the lettuce cream for
leansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repent
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
'sot so familiar, and one of these is I%
the use of pure almond mtal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula for
wraith has often appeared before. This
•ernedy is made by aiding to six ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon.
sue dram of borax, and one-half dram
of glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
benzoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by mixing it with the
tlniond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading it carefully over the
ace and neck ad allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
grit of all cleansing the fat"e with th•
lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
oompleted. This paste may then be
washed off carefully, a good powder
dusted as, and the skin will look as
tefreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had be.. expending et-
:arts upon it
For those who have not the patienee
'to experiment with the paste and who
serslat in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the we-
er, will be found to be excellent is
glace ef soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
Irt /s Easily Constructed and Hakes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House
This is an easily-constructed etani
'hat costs but very little. It may be
made either of bamboo or rustle
'ranches. The bamboo can be bought
at almost any oil aril color dealer's,
and at most furnishing warehouses.
Three lengths of suitable height are
CAN BE MADE AT HOmo
required, and two circular pieces of
eood. Holes must be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass screws are
pased into the holes and screwed into
the wood. The wood should be stained
sr painted, and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentlenian pre.
:edes the lady ant stands at the en.
trance to their seats to allow her to
pass in first. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. lie will'aselst the lady in putting
vn her wraps before he puts on his
iwn overcoat.
With Large Hips:
The womae w'th the large hips
should have her long coat almost
straight under tic arms. ta Setts, the
ISM
Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Atm-
tria and King of Hun-
:
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Frans Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring f/actiocui within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
°weal= to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
oess and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, worki
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
hint at the desk in his study. Frans
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was In the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half as boar;
and as the emperor does not Can for
civilian dress, he usually done the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peakless soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable Old
man's lefe is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his brpakfast—a cup of coffee. some
cold :Abet, and rolls—is brought hith,
before six he is la his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with Its dainty pictures, framed photo
graphs arid charming furniture: but
the big writing table In the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables. chairs
and Boor reveal the roo:o's true pun
pose
Just above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late con
sort, Empress Elisabeth who was
stabbed to the heart with a file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over.
shadowed the unfortunate house ol
Hapsburg. In this study the emporia,
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky pickets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him. and 94
carefully does he go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon con-
tradictions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly Borrovrtng Iles Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Sloven.
The Blanks, who lived on the thire
floor, had quarreled with the Dashes
who lived on the seelee. The an
fortunate affair hal apparently eede
with the return of numsrous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Disk
had tormwed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. flash
vowed-she would not lower herself to
ask even for her teen property, relates
the New York World.
Blank. being a man's man. keet out of
the quarrel. but Dash being :nore or lee
henpecked, was drawn lot° it by his
wire.
he other nicht Blank ca=e home tc
aril his wife la tears.
•%%'h-what do an think. James!
11 at horrid Mr. Daah c-cut me dca':
• r day."
'Oh, well, what do you care? ih
fool worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he die
It." sobbed his wife. "You see thee
window ooens on the air shaft and yon
can hear every word they say when
eou are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, shose
umbrella is this?' I could tot catch
her answer, hut he added: 'Oh. well.
take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.
"I had to stop and speal. to the janitor
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face oe
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umhre:la over his head
Honest —his 'nerve—"
And her woes wire expressed In
fteth outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's roe.
An old comrade of Fri +ate Da:selee
In M'ashington county. 0., petit for him
to try a case in Me. The ca..e was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit wee
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered. and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot and call it
Dalzell, and it has been done—one of
the handsomest little villages In Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss De
Kure, "I don't care to meet any new
young men."
"MT!" exclaimed Hiss*. ()addle;
"you're select all of a sudden?'
"No." replied Miss De More, glanc-
ing dreamily at her new ring; "rve
merely been selectei et a 111144011"
7---TNeaver Thr
GINSENG IN ItikINE.I Caron Directory CompanyDISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL FORTUNE.
Stndaat of a University Law School
is Bangor, Mains, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Riche
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
had been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountaist the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have bees
greater than It has been to Sarsaparilla
gully daring the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the Ending of ginseng in Emig
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report
The pioneer in the Deadness is Jobs
if. Tituriotigh, • student at the Uni-
versity of Halos law school, In Ban-
gor. brat year it was noticed that
he Joinal in none of the Saturday
games played by the students.
The reason Thariough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home in
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he sever left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books sad Slang
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a 0000
piano and hid it installed Is his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches, and most of
the enuntry had something to talk
&boat for a year to come. 'The expla-
nation made b7 young Thuriough was
very temple. '
He had an mast living In Newburg.
and onie day when he was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gui-
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the 00'104 years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it and grinding the grain an6
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and checkerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compound ferment, the real.
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health
As young Thuriough helped to dig
the health-giving mots he noticed the;
were blazer and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with • view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were 'throng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thuriough bonded
the land lying on either side of the
gully. and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root ,
for which there was a Quirk sale al
$2.50 a pound. By remaining silent'
concerning his source of revenue, the,
law student cleared op about ;10,001
last year. and sold his provisioaal
lease to a Boston company for WOOS
in cash.
It is *asserted that the company has dug
and sold ginseng roots valued at $OL
000 the past season. and now that Ow
affair Is no longer a secret, hundred'
of eager people are hunting Dizroon'
and Newburg hills in the hope 01
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatia
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park walking
along the east side of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance have
been interetteed in a circular net that
was 'Placed in (tin stream a few dap
ago. It was put litre, reports Lb.
New York Sun. for the double pur
pose of sueplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens tot
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of cakes near the hank lead,
oat to the net. which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The flab
coming to the bank to feedeenter the
moutn and naturady swim beck lute
deep water, but they Rad the net nal%
rowing. Reel when they slide through
the a nail hole in the end of the tun-
nel they are trapped within a Igrger
net of the same Bode. The net is
about 15 feet long a:id four feet wide
at the mouth.
Ciro) and suckirs weighing from s
quarter of a potind N. three pornds
have been takza in this way fit the
betuAlt of the zoo eagies. cranes and
vultures. The toveoers say that the
birds appreciate this freah Rah.
All the pickerel and Lases cartured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or In emergency to he fed to
their fellota. A few eels and mud 
;
turtles wander into the net.
It Wax All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will newer
burn low for him again."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three nights a week
and call me pet names as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"Mad to-night I am going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B—but why are you going to die-
Card him?"
"Discard him? Why, you goose, I'-
am going to marry him!"--Colutablia
Otspat:h.
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citisena of _Paducah. wa
have placed cepies of the directories of the cities named below he oho atom
lug Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to cal
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNIT
STATUS.










































































good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. illoodoor Parcilain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room he-
provements, let us show you sompiesot
this f111110Us waft. We guarantee geed
work, prompt service and attention DO
ma:: cs how small or how large your job.
HANNAN.




From Isaac Shelby to 1.C. W. Beckham
ALL or
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Eve,
Sees Published. FREE1
The Awning Post has few several year.. vileawyred to secure picture. of all Kentucky
Governors and has at last succeeded in sec...rtag them through the assistance of the Kea-
y State HiatorkaI Society. •k
T
In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they have been arranged in aimm In an ep-teenits Mese showing Kentucky with the latest census, pictures of
„ all the presidents of the United State& Rulers •od Flags of all nations stetniship routes.
statistical data, history of the Rosmoi•pan War, also late maps of the United states, 
ns 
"'So-
li a. Canal. Eastern Ind Western HeusUiphere, reports of the last three Rationales ma sad mach other historical halm-motion. 41 • .
MO mime sod valuable Atlas Is PRES Is AU 'VENOM POST 111.1010101110110.II nee sew a esereerfase send 4,3 ate for • full year's eabscrIption by mail or ga.ers fee sea
I wattles sabseelySioa. Understand that these rates are by mail ouly and that the sub.
scriptIon pries by 111117,11 Of Wilt is soceola per week.
The Reefing Past pablishes ids Of more editions daily and the latest editio:iir seat to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The /tweeting Post is first in everything and has the most State news and beet
Market reports.
Por all the _people and against the grafter, y
Independent always,
Foe the Roos.
WO Earning vast - r • -Letnevis.s.s. wt.)
" N U BLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
4
•••
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire, a
Will Stand Reloading.










We have enlarged our busbies@ Lind
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
Ind Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.




Win at scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up to
date treatment all diseases of domes-
e tatted animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.









Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buil‘ilng
553 i-e Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 396; Office, 355.
( Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, 84.0o;
Unlimited Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1 5o each, without
meals; ga oo with meals
Good music on all the boats,. For
further particulars see
8. A. FOWLER. Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and is, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
, ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room Ira Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
L 
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)




YOUNG MAN FROM. tiMaNe
, i 
RING 'THE CURSE OF SPAIN
Knew But Few Words of linglialid
Yet Xnew How to Be
- —
The other day, at a railroad station
Japanese young man was noticed
among several Americana, who wen
eating, that is, bolting, their food bj
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
Ugh, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
eith most exquisite manners, and at.
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When be
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
it, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon" One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tie polite little Japanese without even
being asked. lie did not look up, as
If ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew lees than 100 words of our Ian-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
If you please and you are very kind
were phraikes he could speak very dia.
Unctly. and by means of them made
his way wherever he wait.
Politeness costs nothing and Is Use
passport fb every good in life. It never
fails to bring returns. This Jap was
unlike a little American girl I knew,
aged dye
Remstly her father brought bolas s
humorous book, teacklas politeness
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"Mae," be said, "i bore these fussy
pictures and stories will help you to be
•9n
-Ivo of bal ass, paps. It will take
more than a book to Leath NW anas
Gen You Gael teach SA OM dog see
tricks."
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Vlsiloeophical Maw Distributed
the Beasts or a Itasassort
NstaL
At one of the seminer resorts where
hotel Ilie comes very near being robbed
at all Its terrors, Use foilowisg eirealat
is pie= to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and sea=
MOM of this custom are generally cos
ceded. Tips are given fur on. or man
of the following reasons.
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
is cowardice
Desire to be thoucht generous, which
1e vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which is
:barfly.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to others, which is
bribery
Because, in some places so ressoa-
able service can be hao without Up-
ping, which Is a "hold-up" by ser-
vants Pecauee some extra servise is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is commendable desire to put
for all received
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal lik-
ing, which is generosity and good trill
Our employes have been selected as
self-respecting and unwilling to put
tbensselves in the place of military
hotel servants. They are neither ob.
leas of charity nor social brigands.
From the Ant live motives ow
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are free. 11
prompted by the last two, all should
be willing to accpt the plan, carefully
matured after ten years' experience. 10
pay for extras in the regular bills and
to reward for specially meritorious
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
Simple Band Is Known as "Mephisei
to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dynasty.
There Is always a distinction and a
sort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
something is reputed to be a dispenser
of misfortune and history can show
mat the possessor is sure to get into
'rouble through it. Until very re-
nutty the Spanish royil family was
In this unenviable position and this
lasted from about the middle of the
sixteenth century until after the time
of the Spanish-American war.
This unique but unfortunate posse.
don is nothing more or less than an
tnnocent-looking but rather wonder-
ful ring, and bez•ause it is reputed to
be the carrier of 111 luck it has beds
dubbed "idephisto's lint." In appear-
ance it Li similar to an orainary
Haze Land of solid gold with the es-
eeption• that it is set with • large wed
perfect emerald, the center of whifh
has been hollowed out and contalitv
a ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Arouad
these at the edge of the emerald sits
alternately sot pearls and diamonds of
about the size of pin beads.
Although this ring is said to be
quite valuable and to have a wonderflii
history attached to It, no one eels Oe
found in Spain who is willing to ta4e
It even as a gift, and this because It
Is universally known what "blephistars
ring" means.
This evil ornament came into S-
;eh possession at the tins* of the re
el Philip U.. but bow no one monis
to know History tells that during the
rely' of this monareh and those Of
tts successors, Philip III. and Philip
IV., the eountry was elderly but surely
on the decline. This ring was In Use
possession of all tame kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced.
but It then again springs Into said
sacs, and history tells of the dls
estrous wars between Simla and MIS
Mad during the time of the last-named
ilonareb.
Neat Philip's ems, who ascended the
Spanish throne as Ferdinand Ill., la
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throne Is given to the brothel
of the Preach emperor. Then cense
Ube Carlist rebellion under Ferdinand's
daegbter, Isabella 11., and the banish
went of Qn• a Christina; the war wit}
the Moors; the banishment of (Nees
Isabella in 1161; the eeneral scenes
of anarchy and bloodshed during the
rears of 1873 and 1874. and finally the
tuarreis between Spain and her cobo
ales, which resulted in the disastrous
Spanish- American war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
("tilted State@ this ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to
church In the hope that having a re•
ligions institution as Its owner its evil
effects would be averted This did
nothing toward changing its influence,
for almost immediately after its recep-
tion by the church this house of wor-
ship was burned to the ground, and
the ring was thereupon retusted to
its donor.
It was then given to a museum, but.
like the church, this was aleo destined
to receive harm. for it was twice a
thing said never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it remained for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army And
navy Is claimed to be due to this ring
At present no one will take the re
oponsibility of the ownership of this
jewel, so It has been placed in a strong
box and secretly burled.
While a certain New York bote,
'toasts a bed costing $10,000, this Is
no means the record holder, ter there
are instances of beds far more cost
'y, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia sy
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the bead that wears
a crown," the shah prevented a bed
made of crystal, ornamented with sit
ier. It was cut from a solid blank
end in addition to being provided win
steps of blue gleam, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water WU
the air.
Not so costly was one built in Born
bay for a native ruler eeme years ago
and which is still in use. At the foul
corners were full-size figures of Grecian
maidens, the ones at the top holdina
stringed instruments, while those at
the foot bore in their hands huge fans
Extending the full length of the bed
wail a music box capable of playing
for half an hour before the repertoIrC
of tzne was exhausted.
The weight of the body set this
music box in motion, while at the $ame
time the figures at the head of the bee
fingered the strings:of their lustre
ments, while those at the foot wand
their fans, a concealed motor furniab
ing the power that kept the fans go
lug all night long.
The Barber't Substitute. 1\
"What in the world do you want with
a phonograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habil.
I started recently to shave myself."
"Well?"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unless accompanied




it is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode Peon after it reaches; the
surface; some have been known to
burst in the pockets of the miners ot
when held in the warm hand, and the
less is the greater because large stoner
ere more liable to explode or fly in
rieces than small ones. Valuable
stones have been destroyed in this
way, and 1( 1. whispered that cur.ning
dealers are not averse to allowing re-
sponsible clients to handle or carry in
their warm pockets larri crystals
fresh from the mine, fly way of sate-
guard against explosion some dealers
Imbed Large diamonds in raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.—
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recent
eelipse of the sun from his station in
Nialta thus describes the effeet of the
larkners on the inhabitants of that is-
and: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
,Nornin: to an end. All the people of
the village where I am living ran into
the church, while some rang the
church bells and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the fire
works tribe, I mean), but it was all
over in about a quarter of an bout
end then the Maltese left the churet
and made their way back to thel,
houses, still looking very mud.
seared."
Called His Bluff.
Ws/ Cutting—I have often wondered
why you have never dabbled in liters
ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb—Ah, you flatter me, Miss
Cutting.
"Not et all!" said she. "If I could
*pin off fairy tales as eerily as you
can, I should certainly try to put
them into book form!"—Detroit Free
•Pres&
Retail Graft.
said the optitehit, "there are
at least two senators who won't do any
grafting this session,"
"Oh, I don't know," growled the
confirmed pessimist. "ibey'll both
make a pretty good 'rake-off on their
0111#1146."/iicall, PA&
" Was No Dag* Because Hs Had
Some Uncles Who Were
ttoops.,,
er• might be room for argument
the proposition that the trade ot
pro ion makes the man; but in osr-
tain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
traction, says Youth's Companion.
• worker among the children ot
Hew York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a glass of boys for the
singing teacher at her settlement
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the class, asked him U
be would not like to join. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Then the lady espied another boy,
still smaller, whom she had not no-
ticed at first. He, too, was hanging
about the fruit stand, and evidently
belonged with tbo other.
"Oh, and your little friend Mars."
she said, pleasantly, '"wouldn't he Ulm
to come and sing, too?*
The tirst coloring spoke in-
disputably of Italy, although his speeds
aniacked of the Bowery. The smatter
bora hair was also dark. When no
reply came to her question, the lady
west on talking, trying to ingratiate
harssif.
'Your friend is Italian, too?" she re
Reirked, interrogatively.
At this the little Italian stared hail
at the lady, then broke tato fiesal
'Pete&
'Him," he =claimed, pointing to the
sandbar child, "him • despot" lies
with a derisive laugh, "I gums attl
hint's got three males won
sops!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
nut Possession of It Did Not Weigh
Against Her Chances
for Belief.
• little girl at a recent Christens
entertainment ta one of the college set
Dements talked grandly to visitors
about "our ;demo " Pieces played as
iso piano to amuse the children eel
tinny brought the subleet to be,
salad, relates the New York Sun
Oa* very practical wora-n who e.013
tributes much to the support of the
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, ratbei
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a ctrild whose family owns a plans
Int really suffering for need of help
niers are plenty who are really Iv
need, and I don't thiak it right te
exclude them in favor of one who
owns • piano"
Seeking oil the ch:ld, the bead
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano ad
your house" she asked
"Yes, indeed," responded the child.
cheerfully.
"Is It yours or your mother's'!"
"It's mm.; Santa Claus brought it
te me last year."
Light began to dawn on the settle.
mint worker's brain.
"Aid bow large is your plano—ea
big as that!" pointing to the upright
in the room
"Oh, no, mine is a teenty weente
hit of a one, just about so high," and
the little girl leaned down and mesa-
erred a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
It turned out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FOREST.
There Have Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work_
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TATILE
CORRECTED MAY 30. 1906- ....4
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 No. *al
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Owensboro . 
940 P.m- 7:3o a.m.
la 8:2o a.m. 6:oo p.m.  
Leave Louisville .  12:01 
p.m • •• ..
Leave Central City 
.. 32:103 p m. 12:coli a.m. 11:05 5.01




Leave Evansville . 142::ro 
p.m. 140
,T :03 11.170. 13:30 p.a.
 a.m. 81:2830 pa.imii.Leave Nortonville 
"rive Fulton  
6:15 p.m.
7:20 p.m. 
49732 . : 4 040 os 03 7 papa  . 
am.






Leave Pflicieton  4:55 P.ns-
Arrive Paducah . 6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah 
'Arrive Gles. Ten*, 5:51 a.M. 
4:20 p.m
Arrive Rives  




Arrive New Orleans 
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for some time in Nebras-
ka. and now a new nursery is being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the ell:
mate there will be grown and in thew
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanen-
locations. The upper' water shed of
the Santa Ynes river now is quite ba-s
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbara with water.
and it will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth is
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of slit
if unchecked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase of
the national endeavor to induce and to
conserve the rainfall as well as to die
tribute the resulting water by the 11.0
gallon work. Italian irrigation has
been termed the most economical in
utilising water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminls-
trative control. India's system is slid
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale. and America's yiefils
the most rapid deevlopment.
way
Buffalo in Hew n'ad 1,4
New York city has it and toologlcal,
garden a herd of 36 bLeirch 'survivors
of the herds that once tholipled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as •
gift. The plan is to put them In the
Wichita Forest reserve. Bleons do not
thrive in a city pork, but the govern-
ment herds nearer to a wild state are
increasing. The American buffalo may
be saved from extinction, after all.
8:13 p.m. 6:ot 'a.m.
7:13 am
lo p.m. 840 a.m.
10-35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
,gm•I•••
NORTH BOUND No. toa No. tog No. 122
New Orleans  7:12 p.m. 9:15 a.m.  .
Leave Memphis  0:45 am. 8:50 p.m.' 
Leave Jackson, Tem.  8:07 a.m. ro:lo p.m. 
Leave Rives  11:58 p.m.  
Leave Fulton  70:15 a.m. 12:35 am. 6:00 11.01.
Arrive Paducah  I t :20 a.m. 1:43 lam. 7:40 11.0%.
Leave Paducah  11:25 ana 1:48 am. 7:30 11.111
Arrive Princeton  12:35) p.m. 3:03 a.M. p:ap a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsv.Ile  6:15 p.m. 5:20 tun.. . 
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m. 8:to 11.11n.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 Pm- 9:45 1-111-
Arrive Nortonville  I:a8 p.m. 3‘,51 am. tow ass.
Arrive Central city  2:05 p.m. 4:30 am,, ai
Arrive Horse Branch  306 p.m. 
lapom
5:1a um IS
Arrive Owensboro  *4:55 P.m: 8:se a.m. •4:sp p.m.
Arrive Louisville - 5:36 Pm. 7:50 an, 4:33 PAL
Arrive Cincinnati  gas p.m. 1200 Th006 
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
Sulnieh when be rides," said (be
horsey' girt "be bounces up and down
In his seat.—"
"Huh!" interrurked the observant
girl, "whenever I see him riding be
*jure bounces down in his seat and
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.4.111011Leave St. Louis 0 
Na. No. g7Pa 3
i rtal &AIL WM p.m.
- • v-iee eum Its gum.
IL.ea"ve Chaboicang;als  11 40 a.M. 745 a.m




NORT • BOUND tor-floi
Leave Nastgrille   8 .io a.m.
Leave Hopkinsv;:le  11:30 a.m.
Leave Princeton  3:35 p.m
Arrive Paducah  4:15
Leave Paducah    6:rs p.m.
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 Pm-
Pcruve St. Louis  710 am.














Leave Chicago  6.20 p.m.
Leave St.Lonis  11:40 PAIL
',tare Cairo  6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducilh   743 cm.








9: a tn.Arrive Princeton 4:45 Dim
Arrive Hopkinsville 6:ro p.m.
Arrive Nashville •  925 pm-
 • • •
• ...... • • •
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rile
daily. Trains 103 and Icy carry through sleepers between Ciacinnat'.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains to: and ma sleepers between Lou..
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers neiore.,
Paducah and St Louis. Train 8ot connects at East Cairo with Chinas
sleeper. For further information, addsues,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City T:citet Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. W. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARte0W, D. P. A., Lo tisviffe. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A.. St Loafs. Ms
EDGAR kW! WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL. ESTA.T.E. WESTFP,N KENTUCKY FARRUL fan
MICIPITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR' INVESTMENT. VartaRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE i.IST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
trim aW. w111ITTWASOILV... P.krkutotok
ithellienidalivenWeeeinevgba'*`Akeiniaeleallffis
5 E. COULSON, t
iii.PLIIMBINOm
Steam and lot Water Heating.
nose 133. 220 N. Third
/111~L4411f41.0141#411,1114114104111411f 411,41104t5401410401411111 411~04111.11d.






$1.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Razors for 87 cents
Sample Razar Sale Going On
AT
McPherson's Drug Store
;•-t. b7c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 
87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 
87c 87c 87c 87c
•
87C 87C 87C 
57C $7C 876 8
7C 87C 87c 87c 87c 87c 
87c
Our window is loaded wit
h Salesmen's Samples Razors
, arranging in price from S1.50 to $3.54).
87e
87c R7c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c
Your choice 
These Razors are imported 
from Germany and Sheffield, 
England.
EVERY RAZOR GUARANTE
ED AND MAY BE EX
CHANGED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Big Stock of Shaving Supplies at, the Bes
t, Prices
1,200 Samyle Razor Strops, 
Worth $1,50 and $230. A COMPLETE
SAMPLE LINE, CHOICE 89 CENTS
8 7 C
Free Coupon
Razors sharpened free. Br ing in your
• old Razor and our exp ert will 
sharpen it free.
aTIME BATTLED
*All- MINISTER WITH DEATH
• ft
ARRESTED IN PHILADEL
PHIA I THREE WOMEN TRY TO 
SAVE
AS COLOSSAL MINE
 THE LIFE'OF A
SWINDLER. 
CHILD.





• (The Henderson Journal
 publohes
the following Philadelphia 
special
otth 'headlines stating Flower 
at one
time had charge of a 
Henderson
church and was well kked by his 
con-
..regation )
Philadelphia. Jan. 5.-Dr. R. C.
nosier. alias C. G. Dainty, who has
been a-fugitive from New York si
nce
icio3, where he is wanted to 
answer
charges of grand larceny and swind-
ling credulous investors out of about
St.000ssoo on alleged bogus inning
$•perations, was arrested in this city
by Detective Sergeant 'McConville. of
New York. and several local offic
ers.
Flower. oho the detectives say is
iiie most colossal mine swindler of
- he age. was captured in a room in
; nc of the big office buildings in the
center of the els-. where it des-eines
he has been located for some time.
Under the name of Prof. Oxford. the
Oetectives say, he was seeking to se-
cure more money from investors by
eprecenting that he had a wonderful
:hernical process whereby he could
snake diamonds and other precious
,toltee and a patent brick.
The arrest of Flower ends a clever
Chase by the detectives and primal
authorities. When he was taken into
custody he denied being the missng
Dr. Flower, but after being placed in





We wish to thank our friends
and the public for their liberal
oat:townie during the past year
itad trusounce that we hope
inerease the efficiency of ask
service aftei-rannar' y Tat, 07, by
closing our store at ten o'clock







v.M04. DRUGGISTS11- 'Fifth and Broadway. -
art loft tibiae MI. 7'
••••
Clothing Had Ignited From Matches
-Child Dead, Women Ser-
iously Injured.
St. Louis. Jan. 7.-Wii le 
playing
with matche: yesterday morning
Stella Steiner, 4 years old. dassgh
ter
of William Steiner. a tailor. living at
No. 3116 A Pennsylvania avenue, 
owl
so badly burned she died five 
hours
later
tier mother. Mrs. Mary Steiner,
25 years old; her grandmother. It
Irs.
Mary Soukup. 52 years old, and Mrs.
Mary Stroebel, 24 years old, were
frightfully burned about the hands,
arms and face in their attempts to
ext nguish the flame's that enveloped
the child.
Children Played Alone.
11t. Mary Stroebel occupies the
stons1 floor of the Steiner home.
Ye-terday morning little Stella. with
Frankie Stroehel. 5 years old, was
playing on the upper floor. Ths
shouts and laughter of this two were
heard Won and the cries of alarm.
if any were utterly mistaken for cries
of mirth. as the little girl's cloth ng
had evidently caught fire some tinie
before her plight was discovered.
The arents of the children first
learned of the accident when firankie
Stroebc1 ran down an outside stair-
way and cried out that Stella was
burning.
Tried to Smether Flames.
Mrs. Stroebel was neare-t the sta
and started up on the run. Ilaif
way up she was horrified to see the
little Steiner girl come screaming to-
ward her. completely znveloped ia
flames.
Mrs. Strochel snatched a shawl
near at hand and threw it about the
burning child, hut tht flarnes had
reached such an intensity that the
shawl c as burned almost instantly.
All this the mother. who :lad fol-
lowed Mrs. Stroebel nostairi, w:t-
nessed. In her agony, she grasped
the chid. ;carried her the rest of enc
way downstairs and tried to smother
the flames by rolling her on the fIccr
of the norch. i'vhs was badly burned
about the arms and face while doing
this.
By tl ts time ti 'lumber of women
tieighno:s had been attracted ha- thi.
cries of the parzeis. All were trant.c.
In a moment of desperation the
child's grandmother, Mrs. Mary Souk-
up. .snatched her up, took her into
the house and rolled her in a .ti It
taken from a baby buggy, finally ex-
titygukhing the flames.
••••••••
Scm,tor fleveridge.  responenn to a
toli‘t at a New Year dinner. began hi
Spcech7 The good die voung.
.gentlemen. is as true of New Year
.rea9ltations as of anything else." ••••
THE SICK
AND INJURED
MRS. GEORGE KOLB CON-
TINUES SLOWLY IMPROV-
ING AT HOME
Mr. Irvin Cobb Had Foot Bone
Broicen by Falling From Sub-
Way Train-Boy Hurt. ,
Mrs. George Kolb ha- passed the
danger stage and is now on the high
road to recovery at her home on
South Fifth street. She- will continne
confisied to the bed:fior.thanv days
yet. but is doing as well as could he
expected under the circumstances.
Farmer Injuoid.
Farmer John Sherwin of the coun-
ty, was passing througn Arcadia Sun-
nay n•ght when his Uightetied horse
upset the buggy. pitched fern out. 3 ni
injured hit hand
Mr. Cobb Injured.
Word from New York states that
several days' ago Mr. Irvin S. Cobb
was painfully injured while trying to
save a farmer from death, on the
platform of a sub-way train. A farm-
er was on the coach platform and
got frightened when the train was
making a quick station stop, and
tried to jump from the mov nA coach.
Mr. Cobb and Mr. Charles Jameson
tried to hold the old man on, but fell
off themselves. The farmer is as
caught by a train guard and prevented
from toppling over. In falling Mr.
Cobb broke a small • bone in his
right foot. while Jameson got a
broken arm and fractured rib.
Little Boy Hurt.
Mr, Yohn W. Counts was Sunday
called to Mayfield where his six year
old son. Ray, had a big gash cut in
his head by falling from a• stlewalk
standing several feet above ground.
Another boy playfully pushed him




Pittsburg Coal Co.'s Lump Coal..t5c
Carterville, Ill., Lump Coal rsc
Old Taylor, Ky.. Lump Coal isc
25..000 bushels now stored in out
sheds. 912 Madison St Both phones,
old 339, new 338.
BRADLEY BROS.
2 Cents on the Dollar
3 WE An SELLING OUT
AT 66 2-3 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR
ALL OF OUR MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S
Suits and Overcoats
ITS THE  TIME OF ALL TIMES TO
BUY CLOTHING
Don't stop to look into your pocketbook. You
won t, need much money-_--less than you think.
Note theses and you'll not stay away.
$7.5o Suits cut to
Sto.00 Suits cut to
$12.50 Suit cut to ' ;  $11-34





Your 5"u* 1 v sy
For your clotnes
$7.50 Overcoats cat to  I  SSA°
$zo.00 Overcoats cut to .146
In •
813.50 Overcoat cut to .4 0E34
St 5.00 Overcoats cut to Sakes
MIER















4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
WANTED-Any person willing to
distribute our samples; ba000 weekly.











lady who has knowledge of book-,
keeping and stenography. Address
"W" care The Register.
FOR RENT-New brick house
23t1 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place. by month or
yegr. Apply J. B. HALL
WIRITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage
at 537 Narth Fifth. Apply Dr. A. S.
Dabney or ring 8.49 old phone.
FOR RENT-Five room dwelling,
North 7th, all modern conveniences.
Apply Mrs. R. Rowland, zz N. 7th.
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, See
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. :1
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S ARM-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 33: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can *peak, read
and write English. For informat
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will,post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.













I>av • Island Dom-Missing.
St. (Amis. eno, rising.
Mt. Vernon, 30.t. rising.
Burnside. 0.0. falling
Paducah. 38.3, rising.
'Carthage. '3.5. falling. •
' Parkersburg. 21.6, falling.
The Birmingham left for flu Mis-
si"ePPiriver 
yesterday.
Sunday the S g got a w as. for
the Tennessee river after lies
The Jot Fowler went to Evansville
yesterdaaland tomes hack tomorrow.
The Otgainer Patton 1- due from the
Tennessee river, but has not yet
shown up.
The Georgia Lee get- to Cinc nnau
today and leaves there tomorrow on
her return to this city.




arksville, anti, coming back here
Tomorrow, leaves at once for Nash-
The Peters Lee a II today leave
Memphis for Cincinnati in re-entering
the, trade. She gets here Thursday
Mid/1ff way up.The Cumberland river boats have
resumed their oht atiogitile of leaving
every Monday Wednesday for
Nashville and Clagfcsville. Tenn.
Work on the jOn S. Hopkins is
nearly complete a( the NIvittnd City
marine ways and she will be back in
hcr trade theifirst of next week.
er b t T. H. Dovris was
terday from Joppa,
tatearner condor,
-;he'llav's liglalned on the ways
Itifta for rciairs. • • . •
'The Citi of Memphis came out of
the Tennessee river la•t night and
rubber goods has grown from $T55.- lies hote until 5 o'clock tomorrow
000 to $625.000 in 19o5. 9Tterot$001 befeire getting away on her
Japan's output of manufactured
The
hum* Sere y
at tow of t
return to sfist stream.
The Dick Foviler resumed bus nese
yesterday after a ten days' lay-up for
repairs She came back from Cairo
last night and leaves for that place
this morning at 11 o'clock assist.
The Bald Eagle 'tin Sundny for
Jeffersonville, in& to hr nri here •
hat being finished for •the Eanie linç
..$1 the ways there. The Bali Murk
us hers in winter quarter; with the
balance of the Leslie fleet
The new towboat Mary Anderson. ;
has arrived here and will be taken to
Duck river by the owner. Captain
John Barnes. so soon as he outfit;
her She was finished last week at
the Madison. Ind.. marine ways.
Engineers Charles U. Johnson arid
JasePh B Flank o1 he Marine Engi-
neers Association, leave the last of
next week for Waishinelon, t) C.. ic
attend she annual gathering of nver '-
engineers from the coiultry over.
They are the PaAncall branch dele-
gates selected at the December ',vest-
ing when officers were elected for thei
local body, as follows: /Merry Mix,
president' H. C. 1Vardeo, v rs-nscomi-
dent: 3. I. Wesson. treasurer; J. R. .;
Flasch. secretary and business man-
ager.
CIVIL ENGINEER HERS.
Mr. neon (-Rove From CIVensen Yes-
terday to Perform Hie Work.
Civil Fngincer Thom of Chicago,
arrived here yesterday and wilt
mediately commence rimming fie
levels and getting the grad;r• for the
No. 3 sewerage tFetr:et. He is of *he
corps of Fepert Alvord of the Windy
City, to whom the officials of thieocity
have awarded she contract to wet out
the plans and specifications for this
additioral distr'et.
Mr. Thom comes al^n2 and will
Aeettre lais assistants from here in
Padecalti as all he has to do is to run
the levels, the balance of the outline
for this district bens drawn off 'when
Alvord sketched out the plans for
district SO. 2. that is now and
course construction Tt will take
Mr. Thum about one month to 'finish
;this fr4mary work.
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